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ABSTRACT
This study was dettgned to mvestigate coaches'and athletes'perceptions of∞aching
b贔宙Ors S両由 s hChded誠mdes oF12)、響 ∞]Ⅲes色〒2).増興てヽ 中 e争費響
1   ‐  ・  t      ル
DMdon Ⅲ  inte“olo」江e Vardりwomen'SVOuⅢl_19am「ギヘ qり中 針i"r
phenomenologicd research design was utilized to assess athletes'and coaches'
perceptions.Each athlete participated n a semi_stmctured interview ex2ⅡШШB her 
perceptions regarding coaChing beha宙orS that were exhib■edt roughout the 1998‐1999
competitive season.Each coach waS then interviewed to analyze the extent ofher
agreement with the athletes'perceptions.Datawere tnandtted thЮugh researcher ield
observation■otes and coaches'and athletes¨weeklyjournd,.Results indicated that
coaches'and athletes'perceptions ofpodtive coaching behaⅥors were similar(i.e.,94%
agreement,coaches tteed宙t  16 out ofthe 17 positive behaviofs identi■ed by the
athlete⇒while cOach‐athlete perceptions ofnegat市e cOachin  behaviors were markedlす
divergent(i.e.,33%agreerllent,coaches agreed宙th 5 oit f 15 nttatiVe behaⅥors
identiied by the athletes).COncemng negttive behaⅥors, oaches tended to gree with
those behavlors that Fnay have been beneEcial to teanl success. For example,when a
beha宙or had a poddve comotation(.e.,お説ered ea l success)coaches'and athletes'
perceptions were similar.IIowever,for those bё ha宙rs that had a n gative con■ otatlon
(i.e.,hndered team succeSs),COaches'and ttmetes'perceptiorls峨divergent,Ⅵth the
athletes perceivlng the coaching behaviors inore negatively than the coaches.
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Chapter l
INIRODUCT10N
What chttj■eristics constitute all ideal and erective leader? Coaches are
continuously stri宙ng to answer this question.Howetr,many coaches do not realize that
thdr ttmetes may desire leadership qualities that they(coaChe9 dO nOt posSess.Further,
athletes'perceptions ofan ideal coach may be completely direrent,Om whatthe coach
beliS、s const網tes an idealleader. Onen,a coach v燿Ⅱ engage in  beha宙r fbr one
reasoL while an athlete perceives that same coach's behaⅥor to mean solriething entirely
arere..Ths direrence between coaches'and ttЫdёゞ p К〔がi6hs OFleddershil´
behaviors can be dd五me正d to ttndes'轟えL島oィ補出` idrぁ夏httijh孟轟け
江Hdcpeぬmmce chdadurd,り8化・Yu日,"■)‐Tttt品がぶe.蜘
"ぉ
∞sed on
‐COnCeFittilalizing the direrenceゞbetween coaches'and ttЫetes'perceptions ofleadershp′
beha宙ors.
Anshel(1997)discuSSed four types ofleaders:(→authOHtari鴫o)b出五宙OHst,
(C)humani飩,and(d)demOCrat.The autおritarian leader is achievement‐o五ented,
extremёly col週dent,‐and procwes a`10uま10Ve''attitude toward athletes.ThiS leader
takeS complete controlin a dictator fashion.The behaⅥorist uses rewards and
consequenceS to mold each athlete's behaⅥor in o what the leader believes it should be.
The humanistic leader is concerned uath each athlete as an lndividual.This leader
attempts to know each athlete indi宙dually ald how he or she is arected by his or her
envlronlnent to subsequently hdp meet eachiathletё's needs.Fin ly,the democratic
leader allows the athletes to be more inVolved in team decision making processes. Thus,
decisions and conclusions are reached thniugh coach-team communication and"*teim
votes".
、  Li                 コ
Many coaches attempt to display one or a com.bilflion ofthe,se spdcific leadersliip
styles. However, it is the athlEtes' perceptions of their coach's leadership style that
- 
ultimately deterniines the type of leader and the effectiveness of the coach. Percival
' (1971) investigated coaching behavior perceptions of 382 Canadian athletes and 66 of
their coaches. The majority of these athletes were cornpetrng at the elite level.. Of the
coaches interviewed,T2o believed that they had a positive coaching style while only 32Yo
of the athletes indicated their coaches to be positive. 'Similarly, Bir:d (1977) found that
collegiate volleyball coaches perceived their leadership style as socio-emotional, or
focti-sed on making sure each athlete's needswere met. In contrast, the players indicated
that their coaches were more task-oriented; or focused on completing the task at hand,
which was usually winning
These studies (Biid, 1977 ;Perciva! I97 l)revealedthai discrepancies exist
between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behavicirs. The queStion theh
arises as to what specific behaviors coaches and athletes might disagree on Anshel and
Straub (1991) conilucted an investigation to answer this question. High school and '
collegiate football-playels and their coaches werO interviewed. ovef a two year,time perioa.
These authors concentrated solely on those coaching behaviots that the athletes'perceived
as undesirable. Data obtained from iirterviewing the athletes (n = 8l) were categorized
into seven undesirable coaching behaviors. The coaches (n : 22) werethen asked to state
their a$reeinent or disagreement with the athletes' perceptions pertaining to"engaging in
thbsb specific behaviors. Rezults indicated a significant disparity between the percepti6ns.
of the coaches and athletes rdgarding undesirable coaching behaviors. Specifically, 5 of
the22 coaches denied exhibitinig any of theT identified behaviors. Of the rerniiining
coaches, 13 identified with I behavior'and only 5 identified with 2 behaviors. Not a shgle
coach identified with more than two of the undesirable behaviors identified by the ithletes.
Previous research has primarily resulted in dichotomous (yes br no) answers to the
question ofwhether coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors are similar 
';
(Horne&Carroql985;Percival,l97l;Prapavessis&Gordoql991;Salminen&
Liukkonen, 1996; Sahninen, Liukkoneq & Tdlama, 1992 SmittL Smoll, & Curtis, l97S).
All of these findings have indicated that coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching
behaviors are divergent. However, there is limited research to explain spebific perceptual
.differerices betwOen coaches and attrletes Therefore, this study focused on
concbptual'izing the similarities and differences'between coaches' and athletes' perceptioni
of coaching behaviors in regard to ihree behavioral dimensions: (a) desirable coaching
behaviors; (b) undesirable coaching behaviors, and (c) ideal coaching behaviors.
Research Ouestion
What are the similarities and differences between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of '
coaching behaviors?
2\i
4This study was conducted with・a Northeas em Di宙ionコE intercolleglate wOmen's
varsity vomeyban tealn.The partidpants hcluded athetes c_n=12),their head∞a h
C_n=1),and an assittant coach(ュ=1).The researcher kept 6dd obServation nOtes
throughout the sport season regarding the coaches'beha宙ors during practices and
competitions.An athletes kept weeklyjoumals regarding their perceptions ofthe
coaches'behaviors that o∝ured the prevlous week.The∞aches dso k pt weekly
joumals in which they recorded ther owrl.∞aching behaviott that occurred the prevlous
weck. The pnmary data colection source was a senu―s mctured intervlew with each
participant(1.e.,誠‖銃es and coaches)during the three‐weck period innmediately folowing
the completlon ofthe competitive season. A selnl¨strLICtured interviiゝv guide was utilized
to mantaln consistency in the questions being asked to each participant.The interviews
latted between 30 and 90 minutes.An interviews we".tape rO∞rled a d ttans,ribed
verbatim.To ensure dependability and credibility,idtta W9re td“まhed by combining
theresearcher's Gdd observttion notes,the weeklyjoumds ttpt by each partidpant,and
the post‐season intemews.Data analysis condsted ofinductive content analyses.
Jackson(1995)desc五bed the indu社市e analysis process a∬
….syntheslze(ing)SpeCIC ideas expressed by indi宙dualsinto mealllⅢlthemes
which・link similar ideas into a set ofintegrated con9epts・Guidi g the prO ess is a
search for pattems ofsimilarity across the raw data themes.…(p.141).
Ths study was dedgned to dendtt Specinc dmilarities and direren∝s beheen
coaches'and athletes'perceptions ofcoaching behaⅥors.By way ofqualitative
methodologies, a detailed, thick description of each indMdual's personal perc'eptions of
specific coaching behaviors was captured. This study is an exploratory attbmpt to better
describe coaches' and athletes' perceptions ofcoaching behaviors, and as a result,
provides a solid foun'dation for future investigations in this area.
Delipitations t t .*" .* ,
The present study included the following delimitati 
,1,
o 1. Onty Northeastern Divisionltr intercollegiatevarsity-volleyballattrletes and their
cbaches were interviewed.
2. Participants were members of a singleteam.
3. Only female athletes and female coaches participated.
・                      Limitati6ns
Ttt present study included the following limitation∬
1. Results are gener,117'hle Only to NorthenOem Dividon Ⅲ ntercole騨に f mal
varsity volleybJl players and coaches.
2. Rem‖ts are l血d to the qHttln■ve desi3■l employed inths study.
3.    Results are limted by the truthnllness Ofthe participants'responses to the
interview questions.
4、1 ・
■
,
Demitions ofTerms
cOaoing Beha宙ors‐Any behaⅥor ofthe∞ach(head and/or assistant)that was
exhibited during the∞urse ofthe∞mp titive season.   r
―A syttematid data analysis that a1lows pattems,
themes,and categories to emerge■om the raw data.Themettelllerge Out
ofthe dtta rtther than bdng decided pHor 10 data collection and analysis
eatto.1987).
hbmal Conversationallntemew‐An intervlc響りヽe that reLes entrely on the
spontaneous generation ofdueStiOns ih the natural■ow ofa  interaction,´
typicaly an interview that octtrs a'part ofong“喝par lup nt obsination
ieldwork eatton,1987).In the present study,the team's athletic trainers
were mterviewed using the infomat cOnversational sけle ofhterviewlng.
T｀he data obtained hm the athletic tralners was in∞rporated and repo■e
wlth the researcher's_壼ld observation note&
Intemew Guide―A list ofquestions or issles that are to be explored during the
course ofan inteMぃO cattOn9 1987).The guide is used to ensurethat the
sarlle quettbns″ asked 01all part"ipant,A semi‐smctud im rview
guide a1lows indi宙 duals to express thelr oⅥ喰perspect市s and xperiences
eatton,1990).
Meaning Unit‐A group ofidこnti■ed perceplons and behaⅥors that are sIImlar.
This grOupヽidentned by a litle Or name that encompasses and exemplines
i fiI 、ゴ ・ゞ
6
7all perceptions or be五五宙0おwithin that group(TeSCL 1990).
. ■ヽ】ibびCheckinA‐A fo.11.ofcЮSs‐checking the data by J10wing each
participant to check the accuracy and∞n ent ofthe infollニュtion taken k血
her interview eincoin&Gubも1985).In the pre"nt study,the athletes
and coaChes were auowed t。1。。k over their lists ofidentifled beha宙ors to
correct any errors.
Peer DebHefer―A p son who"gularly chalenges the researcher regardmg the
analytical pr6cess and decisions made in order to hold the researcher
aCCOuntabb for data・management tt irLildttrdatibns(Jおだビ乱 1995).
Bah A.Howland,a Mast∝′ζ毬 よき cand凛江δ轟
゛
theЁttrtte and s,。■S
●        1
Sciences Department(SporpsyCh01ogy c6ncentration)at lthacガC llege
served as the peer debriefer ibr this investigation.
`Perception―One's personal宙ew or interpretation ofa beha宙o■a event,or a
situatlon.
PhenomenoLtty‐A follll ofqualitative reseaph that focuses on desc五tions of  .
what people experience and howれtヽhtt they expeHence whrth"
experience.Phttmenology asks the central question:WhatisthO i
飩rllcture and essence ofan expeHence for these people ettton,199o).
Oualhat市e Data‐ Data that is detailed,thick in descHptiot in deptL and
containing direct quotations captuHng peOple's personal perspect市es and
experiences eatton,1990):
Raw Data - A quote obtained directly from a tiahscribed interview (Jacksoh, 1995).
! .J i 
I c ' 
-r'
Rigor - One's discipline, adherence, and accuraby in identifying the problem,
| . r,i 
. 
*t
designing the research, and analyzingthe data with attention to
dependdbility, credibility, and triangulation. It entails objectivity and
conciseness on the part of the researcher @attorg 1990; Shelley, 1998).
Study Auditor - An external examiner concerned with the systematic review of the
study (Huberman & Miles, 1994). Greg A. Shelley, Ph.D., an'assistant
professor in the Exercise arid Sport Sciences Department at Ithirca Cdllbge,
served ds the study auditor for this research project
Triangulaticiq - A means of enhancing credibility by building checks and balances
into a design throirgh multiple data collection stritegies. Using more than
one data collection approach peimits the researcher to strengtlien the data
(Pauorq 1987). In the present Study, triangulation of.data was acliieved
through participant interviews, weekly journals kept by the participants,
and researcher field observation notes.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF LIⅡ]RA¶ЛE
Coaching erectiveness is largely dependent upon successin cornmunication
between the coach and the athlete.The leadershp style ofthO coach emanates iom the
marmtt in which the coach communicates Ⅵth is or her athletes.HoweveL itis the way
athletes percёiv ,or宙ew,the coach's leadership style and commu丘cationleChniques that
determines the erectiventts ofthe player‐∞ach interactions and ultimatdy athletes'
satisfac■on mth their spd■(Anshd&Streub,1991;Cheuadurd,1984;Kenow“'
Williams,1999;Yukelson,1998;Yukl,1971).Each atmetels perceptions ofhis br her
coach's behaⅥoL as opposed to the coach's actual beha宙or,detemlnes that athletё's
feelings and attitude toward the coach(Shav∝,1975).              、
Misunderstandings and miscommunications between the coach and his or her
athletes can result in various interpersonal and relatiOnal problems.A coach's leadership
beha宙oralintentions onen do nOt cOrrespOnd,hth his or her athletёsl perception ft ose
salne leadёrship behaviors(Sdminen a J.:199■SⅢti∝d.,19甲) Theξ“屁ring
perceptlonS regarding the coach's behaⅥors onen resu■in misco―uttcatiOn,which can
be Mery dedmentalto team perfollllanCe. As a result,poor conlnunicaition bёh″een
coaches and athletes adversely arects motiv年10■00r五d6nce,concentratioL team
dynamics,and perceptions ofcoaching behaviOrs(Yukdson,1998).
9
l0
Perceptlons of Coacq
Several investigatois have concluded that the perceptions ofcoaches and athletes
reghrding coaching behaviors are markedly divergent (Anshel & Straub, l99l; Horne &
Carroq 1985; Perciv al,l9ll;Prapavessis & GordorL 1991; Salminen & Liukkonerg 1996;
Salminbn et al., lgg)).It seems logical to e*pect an increase in the similarity of coaches'
and athletes' perceptions with age because older athletes tend to ualyze their coactfmore
as opposed to idolizing their coach (Salminen QLiukkicqeq 1996). HoweGi, p".r"ptuut'
discrttancies between∞ach s and ttЫte  h恭ごbeふfoundi6hyoutib畿こⅢth et
dS(Perc市d,1971).ふ:bⅢ,h計び出毒品ns ofbehavi∝al.,1978)to the emte spOFt la
been found to be divergent (Anshel & Straub-, l99l;Horne & CanorU 1985; Percival,
l97l;Prupavessis & Gordorq l99l; Sdlminen & Liukkonen,lgg6; Salminen et al., 1992),
but perceptions regarding the causes ofbehavior have been found to contrast across
gender and levels of sport (Jones & Nsbett, 1972).
Jones and Nisbett (1972) discussed the perceptual differences between the person
who is performing tlie act (i.e., the actoq or coach) and the person who is observing the
act (i.e., the observer, or athli:te), particularly when the act is generally undesirable or
negative. In these instances, the coach typically blames his or her negative actions on the
situation or environment in which the behavior occurred. On the contrary, athletes tbnd to
blame the coach's actions on the coach, claiming that the actions were part of the coach's
personality. For example, a coach tirades through practice yelling at his athletes and
forcing theni to do extraneous amounts of physical activity. Later that night, the coach
で1  _■ 1■「 ド]・ H
mりeXpliain that hs behavior was a rew■ofacoⅢinat,n of中江早etePゞ,中叩狙Ces
the prevlouS iight and that he is deaing vnth a 10t ofadrrunistrative pressuたto mn. The
coach inay say,`Iidon't like tO口un them nto the ground like that,but they a」9 1brcing rne
tb do tt by the way they are plaD肛lg''.On the other hand,the atЫetes may explaln theirイ
coach's behaⅥor as a pa■ofhis personality.Anahlete may.say,`That'sjust∞ach.
・What ajerk.I can't believё they tt ll let him coach."In essence,cOaches tend to attribute
their indesirable,or negat市e,behaⅥors to situational lequirements,whereas athletes
attdbute thiose same behaviors to the coaCh'S Stable personal disposhion(JOnes&Niわett,
1972).
IIitt Schod and Cone嵐盤e Levds
As prevlously stated,Anshel and Straub(1991)bわOtheSIZed that there would be
dgdicant dittκncesin percep●ons of∞ac,ng behaviors by atЫetes and thdr coaches.
These authors interviewed high school and colegiatefootbau players QL 81)and the■
coaches色=22)over atWO ycar time peHod.They concentrated solely on those
coaching behaⅥors that the athletes perceived as undesrable.
Athletes were mterviewed irrmediately following each competitivσ seaSon.
hterviews consisted ofthree quettionぶ(1)■dentitt the specttc behaⅥors ofOo ches,by
name,which you found unpleasant,undesirable,or hcttctivげ' (2)つro宙de an example
ofeach critical beha宙or',and(3)``rank Order the Lst ofundesirable beha宙ors ttom most
ottnsive to least ottnsive for each coach you identifled''. 俎 er ategorizing the data
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obtained■っm the athletes'interⅥews into seven components(ile.,liSt ofundesirable
beha宙ors),,the coaches were intemewed and asked tO state theirlevel ofagreement Ⅵth
theametes'perceplons(i・e.,the litt ofundesirable behaviors outlined by the researcher⇒.
Results indicated a sigmicant dispanty between the perceptions ofthe cdaches and the
athletes pertaining to undesirable cOaching behaⅥor .
ofthe 22∞aches that partidpated in the study,5(22.7%)denied engaging in any
ofthe 7 ident面e  undesrable behavlors,13(59%)only agreed tO engaging in l behavior,
and 4(18%)agreed tO two ofthe behaviors.No"ofthe 22 coaches agTeed to engaging
in fhore than 2 ofthe 7 Lsted behaⅥors.:rher for ,it was concluded that the coaches'
perceptions oftheir own behaⅥors were markedly divergent ttom the perceptions oftheir r
players.Further,Anshel and Straub(1991)Stated that ac詭ぬteipま∝puδnsふfathletes arO
6nen anecessaryconditbnbr ttccessm ctth_メaye 血practbn「
寸 .・・   ・
し 1              ■
Elite Level
Direring perceptions ofcoaches and athletes have dso been found at the elite level
of spo■.PercivJ(1971)invettigated percepti6ns ofcoachng behaviors of382 Canadian
athletes and 66 coaches,most ofwhom were competing atthe ёlitdlevel.The purpose
was to explore how ati」etes perceived their coaches compared to how the coathes
perceived thellllselves.
Ofthe coaches intenえwed,72%believed that they had a positive coaching stylё
while only 32%ofthe athl&es indicated that their,oaches were posit市e.Percival had the,
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∞aOhes and their athletes rank the coaches'erect市eness on a 10-pont rating scale.On
this scale,arating of 10 signifed that,in the opinion ofthe athlete,the coach had■o
・・      し・
.m可OFfaultゞthat spoiled his emciency as a coach.The same scale applied to the coaCh'S
self―ratmg.Overau,cOachesratedthemsLiesaifYTa:erTI腎III[7理qRTatiil・ds
rated thelr coaches an averagびratng of4.Perc市al(1971)stated that this study:
…indicates that perhap,we(cOache⇒have mOre Ofa problem than we are
aware ol that perhapsthe image we have ofourselves and the way we are
being acceptedけthe江Ⅱ∝
"we coacL is nOt necessarily an accurtte one(p.286).
In surrmaryp these investlgations have concluded that coaches'add athletes'
perceptions ofcoaching behaⅥrs ca  be signiicantly difFerent.In order to dnderst壺ld
the underlying causes for these direrences,an identilacatiOn anil andySs ofactual
coaching behaⅥors ls needed.
Actual Coaching Behaviors
While the previous studies have shown the disparity between alhletes' and
coaches' peiceptions regarding coaching behaviors, other researchers have used trained
observers and measurement instruments (e.g., Cheffers' Adaptation of'Flanders'
Interaction Analysis System [CAFIAS], the'Coachirig Behavior Assessment System
[CBAS], and the Coaching Behavior Assessment InVentory TCBAII) to identify actual
coaching behaviors (Fisher, Mancini, i{irsctr, Proulx, & Staurowsky, 1982; Solomon,
striegel, Eliot, Heciq.Maas, & wayda, 1996; wandzilak,Ansorge, & potter, 19gg).
These a[thors have concluded ihat athletes tend to have a more accurate perception of
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their coach's actual beha宙ors than the∞ach(So10mOn et al.,1996)and that,in general,
∞aches'perceptions oftheir own behavior are dgni■cantけdirerett than the r aCtud
beha宙or as recOrded on measurement instruments by tralned obs6"ers cwandzilよet al.,
1988).HoweVer,■is qu■∞mmon for,the athlete to ulElderestimate thビpower Of`
situatiOnal factors ir』uencing the coach's behaⅥor(e.g.,athletes being punished for a
poOi perfomance the prevlous dayl and OVerestimate the llmqueness ofthe behavlor ttSelf
(e.g.,attributing the behavior to the coach:s personality)(Jones&Nisbett,1972).On the
other hand,coaches onen ignore the role oftheir Owll biases and dispOsitions when
responding to situations,thus resulting in a distortion or mispeteption ofreality(Fisher et
J。,1982;Jones&Nisbett,1972;Perc市札 1971).
Fisher et al.(1982)utiliZed the CAFIAS(ChefFers,Amidon,&RogerS,1974)wlth
50 high school hsketballtearns to assess the rdationship bёmeen∞ach and athlete _
interaction pattms,teanl climates,and ooach and athlete'perceptions ofteanl climatesi
The CAFIAS anows fOrthe obs―g and coding ofboth verbJ and nonverbal∞aching
behaⅥdrs.The瞳oup EnⅥronrnent Scale(GES)was alSb employed to deterETune the
rdttbnship between memb∝satisfactbn mdttup c血誠e.Ёホketballづracthesttre
''事 ' こ二′ "  1ヽ  ・ユ | 」 :
宙deotaped and trained observers c6ded speciFc COaching behaⅥ6rs using the CAFIAS.
1         4r を
Results indicated that coaches・perceived their current teanl climate as ideal.
WhereaS,athletes reported that changes needёd to be rnade regarding almost au aspects of
their tealln climate in order to make it ideal.TherefOre,coaches perce市d heir team
climates more favorably than their athletes.Fisher et J。(1982)stated that ths dispaHty
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cdula be based on the coaches'perceptiolls ofwhat they:as a COacL cont五bute to the
te田町which could be a misperception bfreality.It was concluded that,in order t6 better
thderstand tёFnS dynamics and climate,“ches need to assess lllloreclearly thoir OЩ
actual behavlors.
Si血larly,試Ыdes'perceptions oftheir coaches'feedback were examined,y
So16mon et J.(1996).Di宙sion l basketbdi coaches(■=8)anc their pla.yers Q=23)
Were selected to participate in this study in order to assess and underttand the relationship
behtteen coaches'behaⅥors and athletes'pёrceptiolls oftheir coaches'beha宙ors. lrhese
researchers used the CBAS(SmitL SmOu,&Hunt,11377)t♂recOra(爆hcぬcil's
beh面os.勁eCBAS ha w■elln江にめsettbft。ぷ島 Qondぃ。f o caliegOl:s by
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which ond can categorize the observed coach's behaviors. Eight of these categ"ories
represent the coach's reactive behaviors (i.e., responses directly pertaining to playersl
performances) while four categories represent extemporaneous behaviors
(i.e., spontaneous behaviors not generated as a result of players' performances) of the
coach.
The athletes' perceptions of their coaches' feedback were measured using the
Athlete Post-Observation Questionnaire, which was creatbd for the purposes of this
investigation. This tool consists of seven questions directly pertaining to coaches'
feedback and expectations. Answers were recorded on a 5-point Likert scale. Ultimately,
this questionnaire was used to compare the athletes' perceptions of feedback to the actual
feedback received (as was measured by the CBAS).
l6
' The investigators found that athletes tbndid to perbeive coaihing d.idrriot
accuratbly. They also concluded that their nhaings provided evidence rtri,'uri,tir.r}
ir
perceptions of treatment influence their impressions and opinions of their coaches. For
example, if athlet'es perceive they are being treated fairly and in a positive manner 5y their
-coactr, they are more apt to like their coach than if they perceive they are being treated in
. dn unfair and negative manner.
In one final study, youth sport soccer coachesand th'eir players were studied by
Wandzilak et al: (1988). The purpose of this study was two-fold: (a) to determine the
coaching behaviors of youth soceer coaches in game and practice settings and, (b) to
compare the perceived coaching behaviors of the coaches to the actual observed coaching
betraviors.
,Data were collected o+ l7 youth soccer coaehe*(both males and females) by
utilizing the CBAI. Coaching behaviors were observed and recorded by 32 trained
observers dwing a total of 60 gamesand'69 practices. During the find week of the
seasorL coaches and iilayers completed questio'nnaires designed'specifically for this study
to meazure perceptions of the coached behaviors. Specifically, the eoached questio**.
measured'their knowledge of soccer while each coach also rated his or her ability as a
coach and perceptions of his or hdr oivn behaviors used in practices and games Athlete
questionnaires included an evaluation of the coach, as well as a rating of siitisfaction with
their participation and team solidarity (based on 4 7-point Likert scale). 'Coabhes' actual
behaviors, as recorded on the CBAI, were then compared with the coaches' and athletes'
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answers provided on the questionnaires.
Significant differences were reported between the coaches' perceptions of their
own behaviors and their actual observed behaviors. Tlie investigators postulated that
coaches are only partially effective in perceiving their own behaviors accurately. For
example, coaches believed that they encouraged players to a greater degree than what
actuallV occurred. These researchersfurther stated that coaches bdlieved that they viere
more supportive of their players than what was actually observed and recorded on the
CBAI.
In summary, athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors are often more accurate
than coaches' perceptions of their own behaviors. These perceptual discrepancies may
result in poor_coaih-athlete communicationand thug negatively impact the coach-athlete
relationship ,
COach―Athlete R01ationshiD.      ・
`The∞ach who considers the opiniOns and feelings ofathletes secllls tO`haVe the
,best relationship宙th at leteゞ'(1亜h面en&LiukkoneL 1996,p.65).Both C磁hes and
江皿des are responsible for the others'behavior cisher et d:,1982,mith et 01・,1978).
Although coaches are in the leadership podti5■spme ofthe士be aviors(e.g:,prlise,.
critidsm,etc.)are a reactiOnto tler athletes'behaviors(Fisher et d.,1982).
Salminen and Liukkonen(1996)sttdied the relationship between 68 Fimish
coaches and their 400_youth athlete,Coach―athlete re a ionships were measured by
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cOmpanng'coaches'iald athletes'responses toward coaChes'leadership styles as measured
by the Leadership Scale for Sports dLSS;Cheuadural&saleL 1978,1980).CoごChes
completed the self‐rating version(actual)Ofthe LSS while athletes rated their coaches on
the tdditional(perce市edp LSゝResllits revealed a ttEttEcant direrence b,障een∞aches'
and ttHoes'rttings ofthe coaches'bad」shipbeh vittSi Similartoi“i湘(1シ1)
coachestended to evalutte themselves lllore positiirdy tilan didtheir atmetOs.Also,
athletes tended to desire a nЮre mocratic style ofleadership in contrast t6 the autocratic
beha宙OF they perceived their coachesto exliibit.MLninen and Liukkonen(1996)試ated
that people have a natiral tendency to overestirnate・their socially d irable characteristics
and underestimate theL socially uridesirable one,They dso∞ncluded that lmale
coaches.tend to h府e a more realistic seFpercepdon and,thus,may be be■er able to
ёrectively communicatie wlth their athletes.
Athlete Satisfaction
Sport satisfaction islargely influeneed bythe athlete''sperceived relationship with'
his or her coach. Those athletes who are more corifpatible with their coactr generally
report a gEeater overall satisfaetio+and positive experience with their sport (Florne &
Carron, 1985).
Horne and Carron (19&5) studied the compatibility between 74 coach-athlete
dyads fiom female intercollegiate Canadian teams (volleyball: 26 dyads, basketball: 19
dyads, track and field = 13 dyadg swimming: 16 dyads). They also compared coaohes'
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and ttmetes'perceptions ofcoaches'behavior by udng the LSS.Atnetes coⅢlded the
`つerCeived"leader behavior versiorrofthe LSS while coaches∞mplιttd the`犠tud"
version.Perception discrepancies were cJclilated by the dil臨rences between the atュteS'
scoreson the`つerCelveぱ'version and the c…scores on the“血 d"verslon.The・
results reveded dgnincant direrences between COach…athlet  perceptions.Speclcally,on
four ofthe 6ve dimendons ofthe LSS(i.e.,training,demoCratic,social suppolt,and
reward dimension⇒,coaChes perce市ed th mselves as徴hbitlng more ofthese behaⅥors
than was perce市ed by their江皿 tes.Th}discrepancy ofpeFCeptions was linked to
athletes becorrllng less satisied Ⅵth their coaches'leadership behaⅥors.Unt mat ly,
direring perceptions resu■ed i  in∞mpatible coachttthlete dyads and thuちdinti亜ed
athletes.                          ´
A study conducted byLaurinand Laurin(199o ddemined that ttdents and
athletes whose perceptions ofleader behaviors were similar to titir teachers and∞aches
“
dutted their teachers and coaches miore favorabけthan Jd students and ttЫdesw“"
perceptiolls were leSs similar. Thesc authors studied 162 coueglate students and 12 of
their teachers as well as 125 colleglate athletes and ll oftheir coaches. Perceptions of
leader behavior were exarnlned using the LSS while teaching and coaching ereo市eness
was_IlleasllFed udng nおd面ed verd∝8ofthe ttStruttoF OpinionQueSt10malrei(IOQ).
Coaches ad ttHaeshswered quettbns on the l,S and t"IOQ pn15-瞬int Like■
scale(1=alWayS,2=onen,3=occasio山,4■sddolL alld 5=neverb.CoaChes'and
athletes'responsesto the LSS and IOQ were then compared.Results indicated that when
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teacherS'and students'perceptions ofleader behaⅥors were silrular,students considered
their teachers tO be more ettct市e.Si ilarly,when∞aches'and athletes'perceptidls Of
the coaches'leader behaⅥors were sirnilar,athletes considered their coaches tb be more・
erect市e.ヤlたrefOre,according to these authors,coaches wollld be more erective ifthey
modined their coaching methodologies blsed on thO perceptions,preferences,and,ndeds
oftheir atЫttes caughlin&Lau』hら 1994).
sじhllesman(1987)examined whether ttHetes'saisfaction withtheir∞ach s'
leadership iwas relat,d to tlおdiζcrepancy between thetr preferences for ideal leadership
beha宙ors and perceptibns ofactual leadership behaⅥors. Participants included 40
colleglate male track and 6dd athl∝eS・Four aSsessment Ш trl ments were utilized in this
study.Twoおms ofthe LSS were hdudQ仕沖Q pr゛rre  behaviorねⅢ ふd the
percdved behavior fo血.The prefelКd behavior'お面 。翡e,S01■山宙du4 preferences for
speciEc leadership behaviors.The perceived behavior fom meastlred the actual leadership
ofthe cOach as perce市ed by the athlete.Two additional questionllalres were administered
to measure atmetes'satisfaction with coaches'leadership.The irst ofthese measures was
designed to detennine satisfaction wlth leadership in gemieral. It oonsisted ofone question,
`lIIow satisied are you with the leaderShip you rece市ed?''This measure was accompamed
by a7-point Liktt scde(1=Very dissati亜ed,7 v satitted).The second measure
consisted offve―quOstions designed to assess each athete's degree OfsatiSfaction vnth
speciic leader behaⅥors. lThis lneasure was accOmparued by the salne 7‐pOmt Likert scale
(1=Very diSsatisied,7=very satisied).
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The results indicated that athletes'general satiSiction with leadership was related
tO acml scores ofleadership behavlor as opposed to prefelTed beha宙or cOres.「Fhus,
江Ыde sttihctiOd wds derived ttom perceμbnS Of hei coa heゞa md.bttaviOtt OnCe,
actud∞aching behaviors■artd to re■∝tttЫde p“綺mces幣
"achingttaViOrs,
athlete satisfaction increased. This sigmies the`relevance ofcoaches'behh宙or as
perce市d by their athletes.Athletes who regard ther coaches'behaⅥors・favёrably aje
,more likely to expedence an overali satisfaction with their sport.
I■order to spectt the manner in which∞achesメresporlses area the attitudes and
behavibrs ofthdr口ayerS,Smith et d.(1978)evaluated coaches and pl″erS in Httle,Lague
basebau. These investigators contended that little is known about how specinc coaching
beha宙ors erect the attitudes and behaⅥors oftheir players.For the purposes ofthis
study,the aut“rs aSttmed that the players'perceptions oftheir coaches'behaⅥors
ultimately detemined their reactio●s o their coaches'behaⅥors.
Atotal of51 mde coaches and 542 players partidpated inthis study.Several
measures were used h 6rderto mott accuratむ、quant,COach andメa.y∝VariabLs The
coach measures includett the CBAS(observation syttem that classines∞aching
beha宙ors),COach recall ofbehaⅥors,coac ing goals,perce市ed behaⅥ6ral
inttrllmentalitits・(Self_repo■mO,wreS developed to assess coaches'behefs,加itudes,狙d
perceptions),and per“ption ofplayers'mOt市es,Playerlmeasures included:peteption of
coach's behaⅥ6rs, ttitudes toward coach and participation,attraction toward teammates
(hOW Well the athlёe go  along with and liked teaIImates),general self‐esteem(measured
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by Coopersmith's Self‐Esteem nventory),and athletic self‐esteerr .
Low correlations wereおw」bet en the coaches'and players'ratings ofthe
coaChes'behavlors,whch signiied a discrepancy between coaches'and players'
percep●ons ofthe Coaches'behaviors.A lirerencewas dso repo■ed bttve  the
coaches'perceptions oftheir own behaⅥors and their 宙ors as recorded on the C]BAS.
The researchers stated that,`■is d allthat the abi五ty of∞aches to glve self―ratings of
thdr behaviors that correspond宙th tte percep■on  fOth∝sヽlimited hdeed"(SⅢhet
al.,1978,pl 187).■waS alsO co“luded that while coaches behave in certain m面∝s for
their own particular reasons,their r,tiOnality may not be understood by,their athletes.
Thus,athlttes onen percdve behavlors direrentけthan their∞ches.
Salminen et al.(1992)stated that the leader beha宙or ofcoachesis an impohant
factor that arects the ernotional atmosphere ofsport..However,this ellrlotional
atmosphere is mOre arected by the atmetes'perceptions oftheir leader's beha宙ors.
o食entimes,∞aches think they are behaⅥng inご
“
idn manner,while their athletes
t
perceive their behavior direrently.TO study these poLntial direrences,Salminen et al. ―
(1992)compared athleteゞperception,oftheir coacheゞl ader behavlors to the coaches・
perceptions oftheir owrlleader behaⅥors.
Ninety‐seven coaches and 399 players(9・18 years old)were sLBrVeyed using the
LSS.These authors hypothesized thati(1)there would be dittrences in coaches'and
atmetes'eval百ato■s ofleader behaviors,(2)the direrences between coaches'and
athletes'perception,would be greater for female coaches,and(3)direrences between
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coaches' and dthletesi perceptions would decrease with age and maturity of athletes.
Results supported the first hypothesis, showing that athletei' and coaches'
perceptions of leadership behaviors were different. Specificdlly, coache's evaluated
themselfes as more socially supportive and rewarding than did their athletes. Coaches
. also believed they were more informative and less autocratic than-was reported by their
athletes. However, the secbnd hypothesis wds not srpported. N6 differenbLs'[ere found"
between male head coachds and their athletes and ieinate head coache, tin[ tt.it dthletes.
The third hypothesis was only partially supported in that differences in coaches' and
athletes' perceptions did decrease with increasing age of athletes, but only in instruction
(i.e., athletes understood directions from their coaches better).
Salminen et al. (1992) concluded that coaches and athletes evaluate coaching
behaviois differently. Similar to Percival (1971) and Salminen and Liukkonen (1996),
coaches felt they were more positive than did their athletes. It was speculated that this
might be due to the fact ihat people in general overestimate their own socially dLsirable
features and underestimate undesirable features, which is supported by Salminen and
Liukkonen (1996). Another possible explanation was that athletes' percdptions of their
coaches' behaviors were narrow and restricted. The investigators concluded that if the
diffelences between coaches' and athletes' evaluati6ns were dependent upon the athlbtes'
perceptions, then it could be expected that these differences would decrease with age and
sport maturity. An athlete's age has been found to significantly affect his or her
expectations of a coach in that mature athletes expect less social interaction anil more
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instruction and training than novice athldtes (Chelladufai & CarrorU 1983). However, as
noted earlier, perceptual differences of coaching behaviors have also been found among
elite athletesand their coaches (Percival, l97l).
Coach-Athlete Compatibility
Coach-player ielationships in tennis,were examined by Prapavessis and Gordon
(1991). The purpose of this study was to investigate those variables that best predicted
coach-athlete compatibility in the sport of tennis. In order to understaird cbrhpatibility
factors, these authors measured the differences in @aches' and athletes' perceptions of
and preferences for leadership behaviors. The LSS was again used to assess coach and
athlete perceptions and preferences.
Fifty-three (32 males, 20 females) Canadian elite coach-player byadi participated
in this study. Athletes ranggd from 12 to 25"years of age @[: 16) while coaches ranged
from 25 to 40 years of age V: Zl). After consent was obtained, the LSS was
administered. Discrepancy scores were then calculated.by: (a) subtracting athletes'
preferences for coaching behaviors from the coaches' perceptions of their own behaviors,
(b) subtracting coaches' perceptions of their own behaviors from the athletes' perceptions
ofthose behaviors, and (c) subtracting athletes' preferences for coaching behaviors from
their perceptions of coaches' behaviors.
The investigators postulated that there were marked differen.", b.*""n lio*
, It
coaches perceived their own coaching behaviors and how athletes perceived their coaches'
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behaviors.There was a dgniEcant direrence between athletes'preferencOs for coaching
beha宙ors and coachёS'perceptions oftheir Owrl behaⅥors. As results have indicated
lて)m other sidies,coaches and athletes whose perceptions ofleader behaⅥors ar mO e
similar tend to be more compatible than those coaches and athletes whose perceptiorls are
less similar eaughlin&Laughli■1994).In addiOL the more compatible the coach‐
athldb relationship,the more satisfaction the athlete expi五ences w th his or h r sport
expedence(HOme&CarroL 1985;Lauttin&LauttiL 1994;Schliesman,1987).
PFapavesgs and Gordon(1991)have Suggested that hture research include
masuring coach and athlete rdatlonships by uslng inteme―g tec niques.By employing
a qualitat市e,interview desln hture inve■lgatio ls lllught alow for a」ore descnpt市e
measure ofthe exact direrences between coaches'and athletes'perceptions.Because
investigatoFs have found that sport satisfaction is p面ally derived hm the∞ach―壺hle e
relationshp and th江′rel江bnshpS are dri●enけpereepuoIIsにdOWt Winh血s,1999),■
behooves researcheFS tO uncover the etiology ofperceptual direrences.
Kenow ttd Williarns(1999)ex〔面 ed wheth釘誠Ⅱetes'pe“ep■ons and
evduations of∞aching behaⅥoFS Were partidly dd詢血 e  by coach―athlete
compatibnity.Stty―eigh  female couegiate basketbal players'perceptions and evduations
oftheir c6hches'beha宙ors were assessed by using the Cbaching Behavlor QuestiOmatre
(CBQ;Kenow&Williams,1992).The CBQ iSa 28‐item instrument with a 4‐point Likert
scale(1=strOngly disagreQ 4=strongly agreen thtt asks athletes to assesstheir coaches'
beha宙ors.In this study,compatibility was measured by asking athletes to rate hoギ
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COmpatible they thought they were with their coaCh(i.e.,degree to which=athletes'30als,
personalitieちand beliefs were corlslstent Ⅵth their∞ach's)on a9-poi゛Likert'scale
 ヽ、(1=nOt very compatible,9=highly compatible).
ResuLs reveded that atЫttes who feL五re c6mpttible.宙h}thdr'cOac=had mOre
favorあb percep■ons ofther∞た 〔.e,eV猛圧記・thёltoaCh'ζおrnmumごatおゴsttns
hgh∝器wd asfelt more Ⅲpo■d by thecoacけK“ w稲・輌」轟(1999)statd
that the way athletes perceive and evaluate their cOaches'behaviors appears to be one Of
the best methods for predictng∞ach―athlete compatibility.
Preferences for Coaching Bbhaviors
Chelladurai, Haggerty, and Baxter (1989) studied the prefereirces of coaches and
athletes regarding leadership styles. A total of 99 male and female players and 22 coaches
of univeisity basketball teams parti'cipated in the stulV 'Each participant was showri 32
situations where they were asked to identify their preference for a particular leadership
style. Five lehdership stytes were examined: (l) artocrdtic I - where the coach solves the
problenr, (2) autocratic II - where the coach obtains the necessary information from
relevant players then makes the deeisiorL (3) constrltative I - where the coach consults the
players individually then makes the decisioq (4) consultative II - wheie the coach 0onsults
the players as a group and then makes the deeision, and (5) group - where the coach and
the players make a joint decision. The results revedled that coaches and athletes differed
in their preferences in only 8 of the 32 situations. Therefore, this study revealed
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consitlerable congruence among coaches and players in their decision style pieferences.
This was the'first study that found an appreciable similarity between coaches' and athletes'
leadership style preferences. However, this study also assessed the preferences of
decision-making as opposed to overall coaching behaviors, which was the focus of the
majority of the aforementioned studies comparing the preferences of coaches and athletes.
Still, Chelladurai et al. (1989) reported specifically that both coaches and'athletes most
preferred the autocratic I style, especially when a complex problem presented itself. When
a complex problem ariseq it is easiest for athletes to trust that the coach will rnake the
decision. Ih this case, the coach solves the problenr, whereby the athletes are freed from
making the decisiorq which if required to do so, may cause a signfficant amount of airxiety.
Ultimately, this anxiety may hinder the sport experience as athletes will nbt likely be able
to make a unanimous decision. This may lead to difEcultiesin team cohesion and.
perforfnance.
Youth Level         ′
30■OL,Robazzちm,αめaFd01棋?響豆gttCant響"岬鋼le,1¬h誠
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youth athletes perce市ed to be actual and ideal coathilg h〕haⅥOr、A questiomaire was
admid威ered to 2“boys and girls between the ages of 10 and 17.The puFp9se OfthS
questiomaire was twofold:First,athletes were asked to evaluate their actual coaches'
verbal and nonverbal beha宙ors befOr 、and・durlng∞mpetition.Second,atnetes were
asked to identitt hOW they would like the cOach・to behave before and dudng compethion.
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Results revealed that athletes were generally dissatisfied with their coaches' behaviors.
Athletes also would have liked to have hbd better behavior from their coaches than what
they experienced. However, potential reasons for this dissatisfaction and a definition of
'tetter behavioC' was not provided.
Summary
It is clear from the literature that coachps and athletes have divergent perceptions
of coaching behaviors. These differences. Qvg-b;ur fo-und frory youth spo,r! (iry,t et al.,
1978) to the elite sport levels (Percival, l97l). Figwgner; wtipt iq not clear from the
literature, are the specifics of these percqt iol differdnces. What coaehing behaviors do
coaches and athletes disagtee with? With which coaching behaviors are coaches' and
athiete3' perceptions similar? Currently, there is a lack of information regarding the
specifics of the perceptual similarities and differences between coaches and athletes.
Bebause coach-athlete relationshipsultimately affect attiletef satisfaction with
their sport (Anshel & Straub, l99l;Chelladurai, 1984; Kenow & Williams,1999;
Yukelsorl 1998; Yukl, l97l) and athletbsfrequently drop out of siport due to
dissatisfaction (Weinberg& Gould, 1999), it'seems importlnt to enhance coach-athlete
rehti|nships. Several studies tiave shown that coaeh4layer reldtionships are affected by
the differences between coaches' and athletes' perceptions regarding coaching behaviors
(Anshel & Stragb, l99l;Chelladurai, 1984; Kenow & Williams, 1999). Therefore, it is
important that researchers uncover the specific perceptual similaiities and differences
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between coaches and athletes in order to enhance coach-athlete satisfaction and ultimately,
eoach-athlete relationshiPs.
Anshel and Str'aub (1991), Solomon et al. (1996), and seve.ral other investigators
declared that more and different research is needed to assess athletes' perceptions'of
coaching behaviors. For example, new methsdologies for assessing these diherenees,'as
well as continued research across genders and sport levels is warranted. New
rnethodologies shouli include qualitative inquirydesigned to bettbr understand coach-
athlete perceptions. Qualitative rbsearch that focuses on describing what coaches and
athletes experience and perceive should be followed'by comparing these experiences and
perceptions to uncover spbcific perceptual similarities and differences between coaches
and athletes.
Chapter 3
METIIODS AND PROCED■IRES
The purpose of this study was to conceptualaethe similarities and differences
between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors. A qualitative
phenomenological research design was utilized to assess and compare the perceptions of
coaches (n:2) anb athletes (g: 12) of a Northeastern Division III intercollegiate varsity
women's volleyball tearir. The meth'ods and procedures used in this study with regard to
the (a) research desigrr, (b) role of the pilot snrdy, (c) selection of participants,
(d) instiumentation, (e) testing procedures, ahd (0 data analysis are outlined in this
chapter.
ResearcL Des_im
 ヽ    .          ′     l      .
Anshel and Straub(1991)Suggetted that hture investigations trther
concepm狙zett dmon面p between∞たh話猛等ⅢT,tFOaぬ∝協e tte
potentialto be more erect市e lead s iftheir behaⅥors are accurately perce市ed ttid
understbod by their athletes.These sarrle authors stated:
.…coaches and athletes need to be much rnore cognizant ofeach others
perceptions so that they may work.more efFectively together to achieve
mutual goals(p.63).
Lauttn and Laughlin(1994)suggetted that ifcoaches were able to deterrnme the
percep■ons and preferences oftheir athletes,they could moditt thdr coaching styles to nt
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the ireeds of the atlrleteS in order tb produce maximum results. In response to such
statements, a qualitative phenomenological research design utilizing an in-ilepttr, semi-
Structi.rred interview format was developed to further conceptualizethe similaritiesand
differences between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors. 
*
Phenomenology is the study ofhow individuals describe experiences'thrdugh their own
senses (Husserl, 1962).It is the study of the structure'and edsence of Soqre ph"norroon
. ' 、 1),1・ i.;.'3i t
for each indi宙dual that is investlgated.The semi―stmctured intervitt fomat a1lowed
,              ,賓
each athlete to describe her personal perceptions regardmg her experiences wlth her
volleyball coaches.This same intelvlew fbllllat a1loWed the coaches to describe their owll
perceptions ofthdr cOaching behaviors.This design was used to expose each
participぎnt's umque experiences and percepions regarding the aforementloned research
、question.
TO魔0宙de strength to the research design and ensure credbiLty and depend中lity,
data were triangulated.TFiangulatibn is thё use ofmul ple ources 9finfOnilation to
answer a research question so that the infollllatiOn galned can be trustod to providё a
comprehens市e answer eattoL 1990).Becallse each type and source ofdata has strengths
and'weaknesses,tHangulation ofdata hcreases validity,ofthe investigatiOn(1.e.,the
Stre理にhS OfOne approach can∞mpensate for the weaknesses ofanother and宙ce versめ
eattoL 1990).For example「one weakness ofthe interview po■iёi ofthi,study is the
hmitations ofhuman memory Bec2腋se th  intei宙ぃos t00k place post―season,athletes
and coaches may have had a dttcult time remembttng events that happened atthe
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beglIImng ofthe seasont Thus,the weeklyJoumalS COmpensated for thiS weakness in that
they wtt kept each week thttughout the soon and renected early events a」well as later
events.T五angulation can also enhance the study's generalizability by usiltt muhiple
sources ofdtta to describb a phenolllenon and more dearけanSWerthe rettarcl qucttion
ChSh狙1&Rossman,1995).In the present stuむ, Hangulation was acheved t●o gh:
(→the researcher's idd observttion ndteち( )weeklyjoumas蔦
"t by the parttipants
(.e.,COaches and ttHdesλ and(C)po■―SeasoL in―depth interviews with ttЫdes and
coaches.
In answer to iture research stlggestions by Anshel and straub(1991)and
SolomOn et al.(1996),the present study emploシd a phe壺om rlological research design to
pro宙de a descdption ofthe direrenceちas wem asthだsimilaFitieちbetw動江Ⅱ∝es'and
cOachesl perceptions ofcoaches'behaⅥors.By Omparing the descriptibns量olnごvanety
ofpeopl,whO h″e a s ared experiencQ one can attemptto tmしgrasp the essCnce ofthat
experience and interpret the reality eatton,1990).
The phenomenolcigicd dedgn used in the pttsent study focused on cOnceptudizingi
the perceptud similarities and direrences between coaches and athletes regarding the
phemmenon ofcoaching behavioFtt COmpamg the weden喘ol型ae,.Ⅲ酬Ches
bd b ttweHngぬe“search que釧o=`Ⅷ叫攣●ず面りieS'and dⅢ撃nttbetween
coaches'and ttndes'perceptions ofcoacttng等
'aviorゞ
夕     ｀
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Role ofthe Pilot Studv
だp10t stuily was∞nducted p●oFtO the acml study.The purposes ofthe plot
t      study.were to:(a)examine the method。logy and proc dures and make any changes
_     d―e  n∝essary,o)asseS and improve the researcher's intervie―g skills,“)d Fi取
the intervlew guide questions and vdidtte the accuracy for answeHng the resあrcli、
questio■and(d)r"Ognize tty lmltttion■ofthe s uむ.In additioLお1lo―g each plot
.・       study interview,participants were asked to express thett thoughts and feelings regarding
the int輛ew gunde quttiolls,the resttth∝'s‐interviOv s yle,and overal impressions of
the study.                               =t            l       .事
Hlot study partilpantsweК pu印oЫv≒ご6意叩duetσeⅢ ieふltSlli圭
I
availability to med mthihe reSearcher oi10t Studywasお泊uaed on m高品r break when
most students/athletesthad l(n the aLり,and wiuingnestO paFtiCipate.Participants
｀
      included female intercolegiate varsity,o食ball players色=3)and the asdstant coach
(■=1)hm a Northeastern Division IH schooL The res,1憾ofthe plot study are included
in Chapter 4.                        ・
Two changesin methodolos weFe made tt a resLl■Ofthe pilot‐山 dy.F缶試, “
order ofthe questiOns On the coaches'intervlew guide were changed.SpOciicalけ,a
serieS oftwo qilestions conce―g,`蹴hat chara teristics constitute an idea1 9oach,"were
placed at the begillmng ofthe interview.This was to ensure that spontaneous antters
were generated,which were notinauenced by other questions asked throughout the
interⅥew The second Change wasin r9Sponse to suggestiOns made by two ofthe athletes
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to keep a journal to help remember feelings and events that happened throughout the
season. Thus, coaches' and athletes' weekly journals were added to the data collection
procedures.
Selection ofParticipants
The partidpantsザere female intacOneglate varsity volleybal players and Coaches ′
hmaNo■heastem Dividon III school.Athlet"K_n=12)and cOaches c_n=2)were   ～
recm■ed・and proⅥded a recruitment statepent(Appendices A and B)pHOr to a practice
dutt the irtt week ofthe 1998-199'season and 31Ven a verbd explan江lon fthqstudy
including what would be expected ofthem as participants. It was emphasized that
participation was completely voluntaryp an infomation would remain col■dential,and“at
the participants were tee to宙thdraw飲)m partidpation tt any time throughout the study
宙thout penalty.Atttdes and coaches deЫmg particlpttion h the study were then
inttmcted to sign an infolllled COrlsent fol..1(Appendices C and D).The enttte tealil
c_n=12)and bOth∞aches c_n=2)agreed tO partlclpate.
Instrumentation
Researcher Field Observation Notes
Field observatioh notes werd kept by the researcher for the following reasons:
(a) to provide the researcher with an understanding of the context within which team
activities occurred, O) to provide the ressarcher with firsthand experienceto facilitate the
t ri
*-l
t.li 
-rl --' ' ' ' 1
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inductive, discovery-oriented approach to answering the research questiorl (c),to provide
the researcher the opportunity to observe "things" that may escape conscious awareness
of the participants, and (d) to pefmit the researcher to move beyond the selective -
perception of each participant @atton" 1987).
Weekly Journals
Athletes kept weekly journals regarding their feelings and perceptions of their
coach"bs' behaviors (Appendix E). Similarly, coaches kept weekly journals regarding
descriptions bf their own behaviors (Appendix F). Journals qere completedbne day each
week designbted by the head coach. Due to a variable game schedule, this day varied
from week to week. Journal day was decideU irpon by the head coach at the begirping of
each week. The purpose of the weekly journal was to provide the participants with a.
concrete description of their thoughts, feelings, and perceptions of coaching behaviors that
occurred tlirougliout the competitive season. Therefore, each participant had her own
written season-long account of coaching behaviors to rwiew prior to her individual, post
season interview. t
ギ ~ コ
 ヽ Fr
Interview Guide'
Two semi-structured interview guides, one for athletes (Appendix G) and one for
coaches (Appendix H), were used to explore the athletes' and coaches' perbeptions of
coaching behaviors. The interview guide gave the researcher an outline of questions
_ヽ・ .lL
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directly pirtaining to the research question while allowing the researcher the freedom to
probe, explore, ahd ask folkiw-up questions that might help clarify the participant's'
answers t6 the questions. An interview guide simply Serves as a basic checklist during an
interview to make sure that all relevant topics are covered @atton, 1987).
The interview guides used in this study were constructed from a combination of
(a) the pilot study, (b) a review of the existing literature pertaining directly to ihis subject
(splecificafy, Anshel& Straub, l99l),-(c) feedback received'fro. iO ,tttrt6s, 10 non-
athletes, and 6 coaches who reviewed the int6rview guidds (these individuais *.rL
acquaintances of the r.r"*"L, and made suggestions based on clarity'ofwording),
(d) faculty consultations, (e) consultations with sport psycholog5r conzultants, researchers,
and graduate students, anA (D the researcher's personal experience ofbeing both a
collegiate athlete and coach.
興 rOCedures
Researcher Field Observation Notes                      ,
The researcher attended as ma理′praCtiCe and games as possible during the
compethive seasod(i.e.,a tOtal of 14 pr"tices and 15 gallnes)・and kept alog Ofher
perceptions ofthe coaches'behaviors.Coaches and tthletes were unaware ofthe idd
observation notes taken by the researcher.The purpose ofthis discreterless regarding the
researcher ield observation notes was to prevent the coaches torn behavlng in a FnOre
socially acceptable mallner when the reseTcher was present.It was explamed to the
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participliits that the researcher was spendiitg as much time as possible with the team in
order to develop individual trust and rapport. In order to maintain this cov'ertness, the
researcliertook notbs immediately following contact with the participants in the privacy of
her own home or office.
In order to gain as much information as possible, the researcher also interviewed
the team's athletic traihers concerning their perceptions of various coaching behaviors.
These interviews weie conducted at random tirhes throughout the season in an informal,
- conversational style interview format (Patton, 198?). The information gained from these
interviews was noted in the researcher's field observation notes.
ln order to triangulate the researcher field observation notes, the information
gaind was placed on one of four separate lists: (a) head coach positive behaviors,
(b) head coach negative behaviors, (c) assistarit coach positive behaviors, or (d) assistant
.coach negative behaviors. These lists were then compared to the data obtained from the
weekly journals as well as the post-season interviews.
Weeklv Joumals.
As stated,athletes kept weeklyjoumals regaIIding their feelings and perceptio■s of
their.ooactts'behaviors.Similarly,∞aches kept wecklyjoumas regarding descriptions
oftheir own behaviors.The athleteゞweeklyjcilLImaS COisisted♂gur фettiOns.TwO
f
questbns regttding the headcoach'sbehatrs(。n boJtte,。ne ieg江市olぶd tw。
questions regarding the assistant coach's behふor (One posit市e,on  negat市).
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, Specifically, the athletes' journal questions were:
(l) List (the head coach's) behaviors of this past week that you thought were
positive.
Give examples.
(2) List (the head coach's) behaviors of this past week that you thought were
negative-.
Give examples.
(3) List (the assistant coach's) behaviors ofthis past week that you thought were
positive.
(4) List (the assistant coach's) behaviors of this past week that you thought were
u .i 
._I, ^ i"
negative.' ,,
Give examples.
Coaches' journals consisted of two questions. One asked them to identify their
own positive coaching behaviors and one asked them to identiff their own negative
coachihg behaviors of the previous week. Specifically, the coaches' journal questions
were:
(l) List your own coaching behaviors of this past week that you thought were
Give examples.
,! I 
=
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12; Ust your own coaching Uetrari6.s ofirrispasi #t tnat i,Ju thought were
negative.
Give examples.
.Journal writing took place at the end oforie practice each week designited by the
head coach. The athletes, the assistant coac[ and the researcher were notified of this day
at'the beginning of each week. This'day was defermined in accordance with the team's
game schedule. For example, one week the journal day would be on Thursday, but the
next week it would occur on Wednesday because the team schedule required them to
leave town early Thursday morning. Therefore, journal days were decided upon according'
to the day each week that best fit the team's playrng schedule.
To help assure confidentiality, at the beginning ofthe study, each athlete chose an
identification number for her journal known only by her. Each week, participants were
provided blank journals by the researcher. Upon completion of the journal, paiticipants
would write their individual identification number on the top of the journal and give the
journbl to the researcher. The researcher created a file for each identification number.
Each weelg the newly completed journal was added to the numbered, confidential file.
Athletes and coaches were separated during journal writing to prwent the coaches'
presence from irilluencing an athlete's honesty. The aforementioned journal questions also
reflected similar questions that would be asked during the post-season interview with the
researcher.
Individual journals were'returned (i.e., journal files were placed on a table and
lu'
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athletes chose their journal according to the number they had chosen at the beginning of
thb seasbn) to the participants at the conclusion ofthe coriipetitive seasoi, oneweek piiort r 'r '-
to each athlete's and coach's individual intenriew. This'gave the participants enough time
to review joumal corfiments and gather their seasonJong thoughts and feelings before
theii post season interviews.
In order to triangulate the participants' journals, the information gained was placed
on one of four separate lists: (a) head coach positive behaviors, (b) head coach negadive
behaviors, (c) assistant coach positive behaviors, or (d) assistant coach negalive behaviors.
Each behavior also had a number placed next to it that corresponded with the number of
athletes identi$ing that behavior. It was also noted when (i.e., the date) the behavior was
written in either of the coaches' journals. These lists were then compared to the data
obtain'ed from the researcher field observation notes as well as the post-season intervi6ws.
Athlete Interviews
Each athlete gave informed conserit for her interview to be tape recorded (audio)
and transcribed verbatim. All interviews took place in the three week period following the'
conclusion ofthe competitive volleyball season. Interviews occurred pnvafely, iniiolving
only the participant and the researcher.
Due 1o the nature of the study and the methodology, all athletes' interviews were
completed, transcribdd, ard analyzed before the coaches were interviewed. The
interviews ranged in length from 30 to 90 minutes. Each athlete was assured of complete
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confidentiality prior to ihe start of thb interview. Interviews took place in a fiiculty office
at Ithaca Cbllege in a quiet, closed-door, unintemrpted manner. A semi-structured
interview guide (Appendr5 G), consisting of eight questions, was utilized for each athlete's
interviAw. Six questions directly pertained to the athlete's perceptions of the head coach's
behaviors and the assistdnt coach's behaviors during the recbntly completed season. Three
of these six qu€stions dealt with the athlete?s perceptions of coaching behaviors that they
perceived as.positive, while the remaining three questions dealt with the athldte's
perceptions of coaching behaviors that they perceived as negative. The two remaining
questions asked athletes to identif, and rank-order those behaviors they bElieved an ideal
coach would display.
Athletes were first asked to identify"specific head coaching betiaviors that they i:
perceived as unpleasant, undesirable, or ineffective (Question #l). Athletes were asked to
list each unpleasaht, undesirable, or ineffective behavior. Member checks were then
peiformed to validate the accuracy of the data (i.e., each athlete was asked to loo[ over
the list of identified behaviors and make any chari:ges deemed neccssary). The s6cond
question asked ithletes togive specific examples of each identffied behavior
(Question #2). lfierall negative behaviors had beenidertified and eiamples had b'een
provided, attrletes were then askdd to rank-ord6r thbir negative behavior list,beginning'
with the most undesirable behavior (Question #3). The remaining thrbe quesiions
followed the same pattern. However, these questions asked athletes to identrfy coaching
behaviors that they found to be pleasdnt,.desirable, or effective. After specific examples
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、were glven Ofthe identiied positive behaviors,athletes were asked to rank‐order th t hst
be―g Wth the most desirable beha宙or. lrh se sⅨ questiOIEIS Were then repeated in
relation to the assistant coach.
A seventh question was asked that had athletes identitt ideal,oFd瞳略
characteristics.Agalt member checks were pdbmedto vdid“e the accuracy ofth
dtta.Finally,the eighth question asked eaёathle e tO rank‐order the ideal characteHstics
I"bettШng Ⅶth the mott desirable∞ach ng characteHstic.
An hdua市e cOme■analyds was perfomed br eachherview.hdudive
analysis is the`lmersion in the detanis and speciEcs ofthe data to discover llnportant
categorieちd mensions,and mtulelationshipゞ'cPat OL 1990,p.40p.Au tthete hterview
data were combh劇(i.e.,inductively analyzOd)tO ulimately prOduce two master coaching
behavior lists tO be shown to each∞ach during her interview:a poshive(desirablo'
beha宙orlst and a negative ondeSirable)beha宙Or I飩.
Coachlnterviews
Both coaches gave infO.11.ed oonsent fOr their intdhttews to be tape recorded
(audO)and transcribed veめ誠im.The coachesザ品dsO intttiewed privttelyふd
hdvidudけ.Eh¨ cor¨s he面wttdeconζs締。ls高轟 亜。
“
(ふp晶島 ・
First,cach coach was'asked to identtt and liSt those behaviord charactedstics she
believed to be possessed by an ideal ooach. 俎 er thOse characteristics were listed,a
member check was perfonlled by thtt coach veriting her list OfbehaviOrs.Se∞rild,the
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coach was then asked to rank‐order that list begiming宙th the ost desirable behavior.
The third question asked what beha宙oral characteristics she beLd′ed her athletes wOuld
desire in an ideal coach.A member check wasthen perfOmed to venttthe accuracy of
the data.The coach tlien rank‐ordered th t五飩begiming with the mott desirable
beha宙or_The coおh was then shown her owIEl maSter negative behaⅥorlis  that was
tenerated by the athletes'interviews and asked ifshe had engaged in any ofthe behaviors
on that hst in the recently c9mpleted competitive season.The list was notiddtiied as
being a litt ofnegative behaviors andヽth  co ch was nott01d thatthe L説ctt direc ly
hm heratЫdes.Once the∞ach had agreed宙th ngagitt in Ce■ainbehⅢOrs,she was
asked to rank―o der those identifed behaviors with whi9h she agreed,っe―g Ⅵtht e
mott undesirable behavior.Once this was completed,the coach was showi her own
master positive behaⅥor五st generated by the athletes'interviews and asked ifshe had
9ngtted h any ofthe behaviors onthat h飩h the recmけcO plded∞mpetitive sOasor
As before,′this list ias not ident面ed as being a list ofpOsit市e beha宙ors and the coach
was notおld that the h飩came dttectlyおm her tthldes.Once,the∞ach had agreed with
ettaglng in cert議n behゴ宙ors,she was asked.to rank―Or er those identifled behaviors宙th
which she agreed,be_g with the m6st_desirable beha宙or.
Following the 9ompletion ofeach coach's intervievらthe researCher explained the
study in detail,including how the coach's master lsts were denvel.COaChes were glven
ample opportumty to ask questions and discuss the rnethOd01ogy ofthe study as wem as
any outlined beha宙Ors and prOcedures.
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Data Analvsisr      ‐
At日統es'interviews色= 2),99a9hes・interview,Q≒2)theteSearcher's ield
observation■otes,and the partidpants'weeuシj昴面狙s■ごebi6ined and analyzed.
Step t
The first step in the triangulation process was to analyze the athletes' interviews.
All of the athletes' interviews were transcribed verbatim. The researcher then read and
reread each intbrview individually to get a feel for it. An"inductive content analysis was'
performed on all athletes' lists in order to produce one master positive behavior list and
one master negative behavior list for each coach. Inductive conlent analysis allows themes
and categories to emerge from the data as"opposed to being decided before the data
collection and analysis occurs @atton, 19_87).
Specifically, positive and negative rank-ordered lists were first extracted from each
athlete's interview. Specific.examples cited by the athlete to provide zupport for each
identified behavior were then examined. All athletes'positive lists and all athletes'
negative iists were compared (i.e., across participants) and categorized into meaning'units.
A meaning unit is a group of identifibd perceptions and behaviors that are similar. Fot
example, one athlete identified a negative behavior for the assistant coach as "quiet",,while
another athlete identified the assistant coach as'hot speaking up enough." These two
behaviors, along with other similar behaviors, were combined to form the meaning unit,
"quiet." In this case, the term "quiet" was a term that emerged from the data (and picked
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by the'researcher) that best summarized the athletes'collective thoughts, feelings, and
perceptions about the assistant coach. The term'!uiet" was then placed on the assistdnt
coach's negative behavior master list.
Coaches' master lists were derived directly from the meaning units. That is, if thr6e
or more athletes (i.e.,25Yo of the athletes on the team) identified specific behaviors to
form a meaning unit, that meaning unit was considered significairt (a behavior that affected
atleast25%o of the team). That meaning unit name encompassed all behaviors identifi€d
within that meaning unit, and was placed on the coach's negative or positive master liSt.
Step II
The second step in the triangulation process was to analyze the researcirer field
observation notes. As previously stated, data obtained from these notes were placed on
one of four lists: (a) head coach positive behaviois, (b) head coach negative behaviors,
(c) assistant coach positive behaviors, or (d) assistant coach negative behaviors. These
* ,!
four lists were then compared to the negative or positive master listi (ust described)
obtained frbm the athletes' interviews. Those behaviors'that wer_e ngted in the researcher
field observation notes but were not indiCated by at least ZS% ofltheathletes duririg their
intbnriews, and thus not placed on the coaches' master lists, were discarded and assumed,
to have not been significant. Those behaviors that'frere on the coaches' ma3ter lists
derived from the interviews but were not noted in the researcher fibld observation notes,
were further examined. Justifications for leaving particular behaviors on the coaches'
tj
\L t rar'a
,
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master listi (i.e., derived from the interviews) were made for each behavior and are
outlined in the results and discussion sections.
Step III
The third step in the triangulation process was to analyze the athletes' journalS. As
previously stated, data obtained from the athlete journals were placed on one df four lists:
(a) head coach positive behaviors, @) head coacli,negative behaviors, (c) assistairt coach
positive behaviors, or (d) assistant coach negative behavibrs. These four lists were tten"
compared to the negative or positive master lists obtained from the athletes' interviews.
Those behaviors that were noted in the athletes' journals but were not indicated by at least
25Yo of the'athletes during their intervie'ws, and thus not placed on the coaches' master
[sts, were discarded and assumed to have not been significant. Those behaviois that were
on the coaches'master lists derived from the interviews but were not noted in the athletbs'
journals, were further examined. Justffications for leaving particular behaviors on the
coaches' master lists (i.e., derived from the intervibws) were made for each behavior and
are outlined in the results and discussion'sections.
Step IV
The'coaches' interviews were then transcribed verbatim and comparisons were
made between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coacliing behaviors. This consisted of
comparing the m-aster lists derived from the athletes' interviews with the agreement or
:::`:
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disagreement of each behavior by the coach.'For example, on the head coacli's positive
master list, the athletes identified the behavior of "has confidence in players." During her
interview, the head coach agreed with having engaged in that particular behavior.
Therefore, that behavior received a label of "agreement." Percentages were diawn to
indicate the level of agreernent (i.e., the percentage of behaviors with which ttfe liead'or
assistaht coach agreed) and disagreement (i.e., the percentage of behaviors with vfhich the
head or assistant codch disagreed) between coaches and athletes. Data otitained-froni both
coaches' indMdual journals were then compared to the statements each made during her
interview (i-e., the four lists [head coach positive, head coach negative, assistant coach"
positive, assistdnt coach negative] gained from the coaches journals were coinpared to
each coach's agreement or disagreernent with the positive or negative coaching b"ehaviors
rezulting from the coach's interview).
軍
An inductive Contdnt analysis (i.e., across zubjects) generated a maste? list for
athletes' ideal coaching characteristics. This list was then'cofirpared with the coaches'.
ideal lists (as identified during their individual iriterviews). Inferences'fuere drawri as to
the similarities and differences regarding what athletes and coaches desired in and
perceived to be an ideal coach. The outlined data analysis process led to quantitative
results based on percentages of igreement and disagreement on coaching behaviois, as
well as qualitadive results describing each ideniffied behavior.
Chapter4
I
RESULTS - ,
+ {
The following research question was exurmined: "What a.re the simiiarities and
differences between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors?" The
results were derived from interviews with athletes (n: 12) and coaches (l:2), researclier
field observation notbs, and participants' (i.e., athletes and coaches) journals. Interviews
with the athletes and coaches served as the primary data source. The researcher field
observation notes produced an account ofthe coaches' behaviors throughout the sEason
as perceived bythe researcher. ln order tb achieve triangulatiorq these notes were
compiled into four lists that were compared to andincorporated with the data obtained 
-
through the participants' interviews. Information obtained from participants' journals
provided a description of each athletels and coach's own perceptions of coaching
behaviors. Data obtained from the journals were also divided into four lists that were
compared to and incorporated with data obtained in the interviews, as well a-s data
obtained from the researcher field observation notes. Thus, data triangulation was
achieved through: participants' interviews, researcher field observationnotes, and
participants' journals.
Pilot Study Results
Three athletes (n:3) and one coach (n: 1) participated in the pilot study. The
pilot study only consisted of participant interviews (no researcher observation notes were
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Cよen and participantjoumas were not kept).TherefOre,data obtained in the pibt study
were not tHangulattt The sarneintemew mtthods were llsed as were llsed forthe
present mvestigation..Because ofthe slllal number ofathletes participating in the pilot
study,a■bttorsiHm絹■翻 by tt athletes were p賦dol■the coacピs面nsteE liStS.A
tOta1 0Feight pbsitive and ive negat市e behaⅥors were placed on the coach's master lsts.
Table l oontalns an acco1ln1 0fthe`xttЮh:sposltlv rnnsterlisLaswenasthecoach's
indication ofagreernent with the bem宙ors ide■面 d by the athletes.Resuls revealed that
the∞,Ch〔事℃edWith L00%(i.Q,8 of8)~o■the positivebehiolsHen“■翻 by the
athletes.
Table2 shows an accolmf OftheneriVebehaviorsiHm■■Orl by the舶巳et s and
the coach's agreement,or disa7greement whh those・behaviors.The coach tteed宙th 40%
(i.e., 2of 5) of the negativebehaviors identified-by the athletes- There.fore, he disagreed
with 60%(1.e.,3 of5)ofthe negatlve behaⅥors.
HeadCo激ふBehavior Data
Athletes'aind Head Coach7s hterviews
Positive BchaⅥors                                ・
A total of 71 posit市ehead_coachin3behaviors mergedioin the athletes'・
血面 ews Nlme面ned pOs■市e behaviors w∝e Categ:Hzed i守呼
響
鴫
野
協(:『°up
′
ofident五edperceptions anこbehaviors thtt aresimilaru・AlotJ of14甲団興ngむ丘tS
resulted. Seventeen identifled beha宙ors did not it into a ineaning unit. That'is,17
behaviorttwere identi■ed thal did_notcoErelatewith any other‖entinedbehavioL TheSe
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Table l。
Ident面ed Posltive BchaⅥos bv the Athletes andCoach
Coach's
Agreement
Yes I noPositive Behaviors
1.Kepごatmosphere lght with humorX
2. Knowledge of gime X
3. Easy to get along with X
4. Did beyond what ivas requiied X
5. Was enthusiastic X
6. Committed X
7. Respectful of players X
8. ResponSible
??
ニク・ 1｀_1 ・
Ⅲ r,   と・
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Tible 2。
Coach's
Agreement
Yes| NoNeEative Beheviors
1.Talked behind players'backsX
・2.Had favontes and least favoritesX
3.Took sarcasm too far X
4. Corrected players' basic techniques X
5.Was too rough宙th players X
、`       _夕  Ft
i‐争 Fぜ1「i・ fll tす1
書  . _ ヽ ・    ・
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beha宙ors were discarded.Any mearmg umt that had atleast three athletes・(i.e.,25%of
the teamlidentttbehavibrs within that meamg unt wぉconddered signincant and
subsёquentけplaced On the head coach's master u飩.This resLllted in」ne meamng units
面hsitting ofbehaviors identtted by three or more athletじs.Table 3 repres nts the ust of
the head coach'S9positive behaⅥors as were idedtiGed by atleast three athletes during
tttb iliterviewsand the resulting meamg umt,
Tlie matter h飢ofthe head coach revded nine pos■市e meamg uⅢb haviors.
When dd“d unng her mtervlew rshe had engaged in any ofthe behavlors on the list
during the recently cOmpleted compethive seasoL she agreed with nine out ofnine,br
100%3 ofthe identi■d"Si 市e behaviぴs.In other w魏the head coach bdieved that
she engaged inま、 posit市e bфaⅥOr dn theli“.Table 4 shows the matter list｀KliSt Of
dgniおant meanmg unit⇒ofthe head c“轟:sposltⅣe behaviors lt dso depictsthe he“
coach's a3Teement vnth eaCh beha宙or identifed by the athletes.
StatiStLS regadn3 t陸にnumber ofnfHρ↑●ミ血訓崎山ぼOa醒‐pOsitivd鐵仙MoL
Ⅳerage ttЫdO rank‐odσ ofbehaviors轟:こdLniⅢⅢご■轟識 説壼轟銃お),
and tte騰灘coach'srank‐order(based∝μ れ 鉦i撃臨 誕お1ね1島囀 ぬ re
presented in Table 5. The athlete rank-order was derived from the avbrage rank-order of
all attrletes identi$ing each behavior. That is, thehighest average rank-order by.the
athletes was given the rank-order of #1, the second highest average rank-order was given
the rank-order of 2, and so on. Thereforg thehigher the number, the moredesirahle the
behavior (i.e., the behavior rank-ordered as #1 was perceived by the athletes to be the
most desirable behavior). The head coachwasalss asked to rank-orderall nineof the
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Table 3。                             .
童 震 豊
=量
田 量 量 盗 計
上 並
平 婆 蝉
製 卿
匡 1・
′  ょ。′     ■イ
Identilied Coaching Behaviors Positive BchaⅥors
Otteaning UInio,       ,
●´ ■月omiCS
of the time is flexible aboitt schoolwor( Cares aboat olqver
oomes before vollryball proOtensouUae gf
lcmed personality¨ 7。rravbα″
to help with outside probhms
.about players
enthusiastic, loves vollryball, affects entire life
IIas a love for the game and competition
Good intentions in coaching likes to coach Has a lovefor the game
wairts O have ftn and competition and
Irdates me laugh wants to horte fun
Fun to talk tq not as a coaih
nfortable to be around outside of volleyball, optimistic'
fun with team ofrthe @urt
to coaching
itive when tbam was winning,
conpmates good play             助 励
“
″銀面″
glmg more∞mpliments ner drills      "レs οFノ″
鰤 rSOnal andteamp
Very gmd at emphasizirtg the positive points after games
Picked up intensity level ofpractices
Internse drills
Toug;h practices
Harder practices
Makes practices more intense
Harder practices midway through season
love
love, wake-up call
Jfaras′″セ″]9′rαο″
“
s        "
．?
?
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Figbts for the tearn, good motivator
ュve motivation
,motivating 筋 rivares`ヒaa"
tO motivate team
Shows she believes in team (llorse-n-Buggr)
High e4ectations, believes it
talk to het ξhe listens
li壺慶 better ∴Fstens lo,IoerS
Is able to comriiunicate after emotions catmOwn
IIas confiddirce in me
Tells players things that booSt confidence
free&m at end ofYear, confidence
Ahvays trying to think of diferent things that would make
it worlg make herself better Ties diferent approaclies
of different angles to improrre to nlaki-things work
of gmd ideas for workirg on somethhg qpecific
Inspirational video
Sho*ed filnr, differeit aPProach
Erylains her actions
6potogires to players for her actibns, words ExPlains actions
ins herself in ftont of te4qq.
ら｀i フlJ
ξ ` .、=ヽ f
(L
?
?
?
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Table 4。
Coach's '
Agreement
Yes I *oHead Coacli - Positive Behaviors
1.Cares about player probldms outdde ofヤollenau. X
2. Hasa love for the game'and competition and wants to
have fun
X
3. Emphasizes positive points of play X
4. H61ds intense practices X
5.Motivates tealn X
6. Listens to players X
7. Has confidence in PlaYers X
8. Tries different approaches to make things work X
9. Explains actions (
?
．
t
'(
itr
-ts
r )'
=       =  .し   1        .
・    = 1.,
T,bl1 5.
Athletes'and Head Coachつs Rank―Ordering of Positive Behaviors
Athlete Rank‐Order
(■0。Ofatlletes;avg。)
C6ach
Rank‐Order
1. Motivates tealn
(6 athletes;avg.2.33)ホ
1. Has confidence in playerd
2. Hasconfidence in players
(3 athletes; avg. 2.33)+
2. Listens to players
3.Listens to players
(3 athletes;avg.3.00)
3. Emphasizes positive points of
play
4. Holds intensepractices
(8 athl●eS;avg.3.25)
4. Cares about player problems
outside ofvolleyball
5.Explains actions
(3 athletesi avg.3133)
5. Tries different approachesto
make things work
6.Tries direrent approaches to
mよe things work
(4 atmetes;avg.3.4o
6. Motiv tes t am
7. Cares about player problems
outside ofrrclteybdl
(3 athletes; avg. 3.60)
7. Has a lovefor the gamt and
cornpetition and wantsto have'
fun
8.Has a love for the galne and
competitlon and wants to have
島n
(4 athletes;avg.4.75).
8. Holds i tdnse practices
9. Emphasizes positive points of
play
(3 athletes; avg. 5.66)
9.Explains nions
*Although 
"motivates tead'. ard-"has confidencein playerd' havethesame
average rank-order, "motivates team" was rank-ordered higher (more desirable),
as number l . This was d,eto the_number of athletesidentitring each behavior.
"Motivates team" was perceived/identified by six players whereab "has confidence in
playerf ' was perceivedlidentifiedhy hree athletes-
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behaviors (because she was iir agreement with all behaviors) beginning with the moSt
desirable behavior (i.e., the;behavior rank-ordered as #l was perceived by the head coach'
to be the mbsf desirable behavior).
・ At9tJ of86 negttive head coachng behaviors emerged htt the tthldes'
 ヽ           1
intervl叩,押dentned negttive behaviors weだ歯egorized i■o meaning units as
pttOuSけd CuSS,d・A totd 9f19 meamg unitsresu■ed.Ten dentifed behaviors dd
not it mto a meanmg umt.This mearls that 10 beha宙ors were identined that did dbt
corrdate with any otheridentifed beha宙or.Th se 10 beha宙ors were discarded.Any
mbamg unittHat“d at least three athletes〔.e.325%ofthe teamp identitt behaviors
宙thin that｀meaning uit Was conddered dgniic血祖d subseque tけohced OntL had
co“hPs matter h飢.This resulted in 12 meanittunitS COndsting ofbehavlors ident五el by
3 or more athletes.Table 6 represents a ust ofthё ttad coach's negat市ざbehaviors as
were ident面ed by tt leatt threc ofthe ttHetes du五ng theL in ,rvieWS'andlhし艶sulting
meamng units.
The negative rnaster list ofthe head coach revealed 12 beha宙Ors. when asked,
during herintemew ifstt had engaged in、_ofthe behaⅥors on the l st duing the
r∝ently completed compethive seasoL she agreed Ⅵth 4 out bf 12,or 33%,ofthe
ident五ed negat市e behaⅥors(see Table 7).TherefOre,she disagreed whh 8 but of12,or
67%,ofthe identi■ed negat市e behaⅥors.Table 7 shows the masterlist(liSt OfsigniEcant
meamng units)ofthe head coach's negative behaviors.It also depias the heod cOach's
Table 6.
Head Coaёh Ne2ative Behaviors
j)'  1 ネ
Ido直tried COぉhillg Bcha宙ors                  Negatt Bchaviors
師eaning ud0
Notunightfop田c manipulative,plays games
with playe●not honest
Notbeitt hone“                   脆 rル"asr wiル′ravarsPlays head games                            
“
グ″′ι″s力ιa′gα″`s
PlayS head games
Not always honest宙th players
Direrent expectations for players
Don′t trcat players eplly,direrent o甲∝mtions    Di爾ケ
“
θ″r axttcra″の記s
Doesn′t“mand the sallle things lom everyoК   ・rar DlttrS
DoesI′ t tt others″emotions into∞nsiderati6n
m宙。us m athlete′s f elings and emotios‐
Ignorant toward people′s feelillgs
Not urting(a Senioぅo■s 10F mght           Da`"′r"セ′tO辟s′
Ca■ed(aplayerp aヽwOdess piece ofcrap″;        `″ο″ors“′力θ″"パレrobttue as a pettDn              ω″Siルra″ο″
Not pl魏  (a seniOうdllring last game
Demeaning to players
Uses a ld moE negative●nfOrOement,demeamng,
called aiplayerヽ暉
Noまmnd chances
Dom′t show∞nfldence in indivinls                lkχ"′rJ贅夕′=僻ersPuns players for l oF 2 minkes            
“`"′““
ags
Some poolteam perfomttm∝‐decisl ns
ir t・
ヽ  彎
1・,   F frキ■
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?? （ ? ? ?
? ???
????．．?） ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ?
Not a gcih motivatorl does got demand r€spect Doesn't lorcw each olthe'
Notconsistently rfiotivatiorpl. r @
dctsn, t know'eich <if the players well enough to be able to motivate them
abl6 to moiivirte' consistentlv
positive reidforcement, lets nega.tive emotions out
Does not∞mpose bo●language
Points out what was wrong宙thout feedback to∞嗅
Just pomts out nunkes,Ilo conmctive criticism  D"〆Js″ο“
θο
“
″ιgα″ッ
`s
Dwells inore on negatives             ・      ″′たrs″`gari″
Uses a lot mOre negative…mmt demeanin3    θ″ο″οFs O″
caued a player｀crap″       …
Cttidsm doesi′t seem as co―ctiVC,negative
O｀h really″mtements,mses on negatives
Focused on negatives at ttQLginning
Contradics herself
Contradicting herself
Inconsistent in behavior
Not giwirig contistent information
Coitradicts herself -
Contrzdictory
Contiadicti herself
Contradicting
Contradicts herself
Dodsn't give good feedback as to her motives
Not expldining herself, her motives
Not explaining why she did tough love, motives
CoF力化:`力`r07
Doo駐7eコrai″′
"ο
″vas
Not productive conversations, poor communication
Doesn't listen, selective hearing Defensive and has
Doesn't realize what she says selective hearing
Bad interpersonal skills, absentmindedness
Defensiveness
60
behind players' backs
赫 nting person she is worried about        ra′ぉらθカル′メ″鶴ご
bchind peoples'backs                ba山
Talks about other peoples' business
Tells information about other players
E4ectations after sprints in practice
Expectations too high, punishnient when pl'iyers
don't reach them Has too high exwctations
Pnt.s pressure on peopte and Wts presYre on
Puts pressure on players Pla.vers
Has favorite players
Labels individuals, nelative
Plays favorites
Fas rPa″厖′[側ers
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Coach's
Agreement
Yes I noHead Coach - Negative Behaviors
l. Not honest with player's and plays head games X
2. Different expectations for players X
3.Doesn't take players' emotions and feelings into
consideration
X
4. Doesn't3■ve players second chanceζ X
5. Dwells more on negatives and lets negative emotions out X
6.Doesn't know each of the players well enough to be able
to motivate'therh consistently
X
7. ,Contradictory X
8... Doesn't explain motives X
0。こDefens市e and has selective heamg「 X
10.Talks behind players'backsネ X
1I. Has too high expectations and puts pressure on players X
12. Has favorite players X
*ThO head∞ach asked to rephrase the wording Ofthis beha宙or to read,``Goes to
teanmates ofplayer vnth prOblem to attempt to help thern or solve problerrl vnthout
宙olating coach‐player trust.''
Table 7.
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agreedent or disagreement witheach bemvipr ident五ed by the athletes.
Statistics regarding the number ofathletes identiting each negat市e behavioち
average athletびrank―order ofbehaviors Φased・On perce市ed impo■ance to the atmetes),
and head coach's rank‐order oaSed On perceived impottance to the head coachp are
presente■inT■198.Thelatttete rank‐order.was de五ved iom the average rank‐order of
‐
1コ
1ふЫdPs identiting eaChbё腫宙5沖∬hat is,the hghett average rank‐order by the
athlet3S Was.Jven the rLは―ordt  Ofnumber l,the second highett average rank‐order was
gived the rank―Order of2,and so oll.TherefOre,the Ыgherthe numbc thernOre
undesirable the behavior(i.e.,the behaⅥor ank―ordered as#l was perce市ed by tlie
atЫetes to be the most undesirable behaviOう.The head∞ach was only asked to rank―
order those behaⅥors t t she ident五ed as her own torn the previous season begl―g
宙th the most uldesirable bdlaⅥor(1.e.,the beha宙or rank¨ordered as#l was perce市ed by
the head coach to be the most utteslrable behavioぅ.
Researcher Field Observation Notes
Researcher field observation notes were kept throtrghout the season. NotOs w6re
recorded after each practice'and game attended by the researcher. The purpose of the ;
rese'archer cibservation notes was to'gaiir an account of the coaches' behaviors from the
perspective of an outside observer. The lists obt'ained from these notes were compared to
the data obtained from the participants' interviews and the participants' journals. This
allowed for another account of coaching b'ehaviors that was compared to the information
obtained through the interviews and journals.
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Table 8.
生hlttΩs'_a国L基堅量≧型山盤週堕重≦≧重」軸騨亜奎L騨単率曇曇Ltth學・
Athlete Lnk‐OFh
J(#0「athletes;avg:I
Coaeh
Rank-Order
I. Different expectations for
players
(3;avg 1.33)
I. Dwefisrnore on negatives aird
lets negative emotions out
2 Dwells more on negatives and
lets ngge+ive emotion$out([ avg. 3.5o)
2- Doesn't know each of the
players wellenough to bc able
to motivate therr consisffily
3. Does■'t explain inotives
(■avg.3.66)
3. Doesntexplain motives
4. Doesn't give players second
chances
(4; avg.3.75)
?
?
』
Talks behind players' backs
5. Doesn't take players emstions
ad feetings into consideration
(7; avg. 3.87)
6i Contradctory
ス(9;aV&4.00)*
7.Defens市 and has select市e
heamg              ・
(4;avg.4.00)ホ
8. Doesn't know.eaeh of the-
ptayers well enough to be able
to motivate them'consistently
(3; avg 5.00)**
8. ILs lhvonte players
(3;avg.5.00ドネ
10.Htttoo high expectttions and
puts pressllre on1layerS
(4;avg.5.25)    _
11. Not honest with players and
plays head galmes, , \
(1; avg.s 10) , o.
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12.Talks behind Players'ba9ks
(5;avg.5.60)
*Atthough".eontradictoV' and"defensive andhasselective-hearind' have the same
average rank-order, "contradictor5l'was rank-ordered higher (more undesirable), as
number 6.Ths was ducto‐themlmherOfathlenidmitingeachhttA宙or.
``Contradictory"was perceived/identned by面いe athletes whereasf`defens市 nd has
sdective叫'WttpeECeiVed/1Hhn■■OH by fouE atttetes.´
ホホThe twobehaviors ofi`doesnll・knOW each ofthe players wen enough tO be able fo
mO威にtihc…'d“hasfavQritQ山ぷ '■・Htt mmhe■eight Both
beh面0■redlted m計avqざPrank_9rder of5.00｀with three athldes ident均Ⅲ3eaCh.
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The resttcher attended a total of 14 practices and 15 games iom which the■ёld
Observation■otes were taken. The researcher alsiD attendёd tearn dinneis,lea i activities,
and spent time with the team during road tHps.
Several compansons were made be●Ⅳeen the res archer's observations and the
infoll..ation(meaning umts)galned iOm the interviews.Each ofthe Outlined 9 posit市e
and 12 negative head coachng behⅢorS are listed and comparisons drawn面relation to
the reseicher's observations.RatiOnde for keeがngtendn behavi s on the coaChё'
master lists even thou3h the behaⅥors were not identiied in the researcher ield.
Obsёrvation notes is outlined irther in the discusdon section(Chapter 5).
Posit市e Bcha宙ors
C『e■αらα″′′″弊ar′ルοらル″sο″rslitりriり■‐ α″ ThiS behavior was.■ ot noted
in the researcher ield observation notes.Yet,because three athletes(1.e.,25%ofthe
teamp identned this beha宙or, t was∞nsidered sigmEcant and placed on the he狙
“
ach's
pOsit市e master五雛.
晟■sα′ωι/ar″θ
`ψ
ttθ硼″cιttρθ″″ο″αttw“rsゎ滋νθル晟 It waS Clear k)m
the r毬6肛じ詭l iad.Obs隷ふ。i notes tliat the head coach was happy to be at pracuce and
l編記乱b耐鳳dasin br tte s品■。fvdeyb型.For examplQ o“emりКad,КshO｀
seemed in an overly good mood today.She laughed a lot and showed an enthusiasln to be
there(at praCtiCe)that appeared to rub ofFon players."Another mtry in the researcher
ield obse■壷ionゴotes stated,“(She had)eVeryonejoking and laughing.Seemed to be a
general positive attitude oftlie group.''
「
●中●●    」T、1 1ギ1    `)・:｀  ´
' 
ユ、ゝ1註.・       ゛     'I
●                 デ
■  ti・
働η力霞JレωPasli″″′οliFおり「′り.At‐several practices and oin several occadons,
the head coach took timeinbmveen dH‖ミto glveth J町薇・pSitiveftdback
conce―g their perR)rnlances.
働 ″L″″″ψ ♂″
`″
CaS ThiS palticIIa■behЯ宙nr wttnot analmmね汁in the
researcher ield observation notes. Yet,there was no documentation in the reSearcher
add ttnlnn nQtesto m■1,n this identi■d behavior.勁口 山 鴎 "Jtt behavioII was
seen as accurateけaS identifed by enght ttЫdes[i.e.,67%ofthe tem]during interviews)
and induded_oll theh。バHαンにピs positive niaster ust.
M♭″″ras`θ
`″
.T宙ce Ⅲmg the seasoitheresearcher noted the head“ach to
be motivAlinn31・hOncoffhem m…thehead_coach pronllsed_thatanm・shewould
do a specnc drill involving宙goЮus phydcd a∝iviしrtheteam perfomed wdl.・The
teaim won the gamettd thehead_coach kepther promisethe ncttda_y in practicQ.A
second notation ofthe head coach being lnotivational caFne at the end ofpractice the day、
before thet“□こs LsthometOummenL Thehead∞ach gave avery motwm pre_
galne spee9h and the teaFn reSpOnded very pOs■市ely.This was ShOWn thЮug the
enthusiasri1 6fthe playりs asthe len the wm and迷飩Шoこdent bもじand_喚t詭
tounlalnent the fouowlng day.
zlisrars rO′レ κ Thereseanern。たd this bttavior aner the head coach
introduced a new driu mto practice.It took the players time before truly understanding
and corectけeXecuting the drill.However,the head coach remamed pttient and auowed
the players to work throuまthe new situation.劇Rer he dHn was completed,she brought
the tealn together ald aSked for both positive and negative feedback. She Lstened and
J  I..
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accepted all comments from the attrlbtes and.took their comments into account when she
structured the sdine drill the following day in practice.
- 
*, 
H* confideice in flrySrs. On only one occasion did the researcher note the head
,:coach showing confiddnce;n lrgrglgVgrs. She held a team meeting whbre she explained
her reasons behind doing a particular drill during practice one day. Although most of the
team had not responded positively to the drill, the head coach informed the team that her
reasons for incorporating the drill were because she believed and had confiddnce in them
and their abilities.
Tries dffirent approaches to make things*o*. The researcher noted on several
occasions that the head codch consistently tried new drills to help athletds develop their
skills. One note stated, "(She) introduced a n6w drill that (the team responded'positively
to)." A second citation indicate4 "(Shel tried something new to motivate the players,
make them competitors, and get them to have more 'heart'."
Explains acdors. This behavior was noted in tHe researcher field observation
notes. At one point during the seasoq the assistant coach brought it to the attention of
the head coach that mani players on ihe team had not understood the reasoning behind the
head coach's use of a new coaching technique. The hedd coach immediatelyballed the
team together for a meeting and explained her rationale for her actions. She gave the team
the opportunity to ask questions and explained in further detail when asked about the
.philosophies behind her new coaching technique.
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Negative Behaviors
Not honest fuith plryers and ptays head games. This particular beliavioi was not
noted inthd researcher field observation notes. The fact that four playbrs.(i.e.,'33Yo of the
team) noted this behavior prompted it]3 inclusion on the head coach's ne$ative master list.
Dffirent expectations for playdrs." This behavior was also not noted in the
researcher field observation hotes. Still, because three athletes (i.e., 25Yo of the team)
hoted this behavior, it was placed on the head coach's negative master list.
Doesn'r take players' emotions andfeeiings into consideration. It was noted in
the researcher field obserfation notes that the hi:ad coach did not let one of the Seniors
play during the last game of the seasorl and thus her career, when it was evident that the
team would lose the match. Once the team lost, their season was over. The senior sat dn
the endof the bench and attempted to remain positive for the rest of the tearn, but was
visibty upset over not getting to finish heir senior year, and career, on the floor.
Doesn'r give ployers second cluinces. This behavior was documented in that a
player had made an error near the beginnihg of one game by hittrng the volleyball out of
bounds. The head coach pulled the player out ofthe garne and made her sit on the bench
next to the head coach for the remainder of the match. This plaj,er was a stiirter and
ordinarily played the majority of each game.
Dwells more on negatives and lets negative emotions out. Dunng one game in'
particular, two notations w€re made. Unfortunately, the researcher was sitting in a
t,
location yhere she could rfot hear the verbal interactions between the coaches and the
players. However, the"head coach's nonverbal behaviors as well as the nonverbal
reactions pfthe players were noted. In one instance,the head coaCh caled a time‐out and
,apparently said ttmething h lhe huilddle that resulted in six players(each player on the
■oo15五話 ざtFtti品)slilming tlieir sl画Htts ttd bo宙鴫 their丘洒 s A secod
袖轟δttlsぷふded軌ぬごメ球鑑s"d a gamepOn serve.The head co“h“a∝ed
by thro蓬蒔chpboard,両her head into h∝ht dsttd shaking h∝lead・The
player who rrllssed the serve observed the head coach's behaⅥors and then bowedlher
head.
D∝濠 7レ″ e“ねげ ″θ′υ rSttθ〃
“
鋼 多 ra bθ αbセra″ο卜 確 Fた″
co闘ぶen′レ ThiS behaⅥor was■ot noted in the resdttcher iёldbbservation noteS.・
However,there were no recordings to rente this behaviorin the reSearcher ttdd
observation tlotes.Therefore,be“use th e ttЫd s・(1.e.,25%ofthe te血)id n ned ths
behavior,it was placed on the head coach's hegat市e mastOr usti      _      ・
Co4″zκ″c`οこμ The researcher noted the occurren∝ofthis behavior on various
ocCasions.For examplし,the head∞acrtold the players they would get to play moFe血「
the ganle rthey COuld accomp■sh speci■O go4s hpra∝ice.At tiines players would
accomphsh outlined goaltt yet nOt rece市e more plapg time.            ・
Doem7eηbi“″οJliκs This was noted on one oじcasicin when the head coacr
intЮduced a llew ddu into prぉdce.■was ob宙us to the researchごthat the江日社 S did
nOt underttand the meanimilg behindthe dril and were getting irrittted and■uttrated.Thё
head coach did not expl激n her motits before,during,or aner the dri11.
″ ″″翻 力αS WたC″″ル軋 、The researcher noted ths behavior duHng
one practice when a player a■mpted to aξk the head coach her reasolШtt for ruming a
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patticular drill.The player did notthink t was the most erect市e drill and reqぜested that
the coach run a direrent one. :rhe head cOach did not appear to listen to the player or
take her reasoning into ac∞unt.This was evident by the head∞ach simpl,t ning the
iplayer that t騰血 had tO be done and ending the conversation.
、物お らθ″′〃′レ rS'み∝魅_Altho●帥thS behavior was not noted in the
 ｀researcher ield observation■otes,it was ot remted either.B∝剛use av  athletes
ce.,42%ofthe team)identined ths behavioちI Was considered dgnincml'and placed on
the head coach's negmve rnaster lst.
Ias iloo″ノ Pθフ θσ田 鍼 S硼″″ rsp″sw′ι
“
′れ″晟 Agan,this behavioriwas  .
nOt documented in the researcher ield observation■otes.However,bec use four athletes
(.e.,33%ofthe team)identtted this behaviot it was placed on the head∞ach'S neまve    l
master Lst.
ras″た′゛ s、 The researcher did not llote ths behavior in the ield
observation notes. Howく,ヽcr,no data was reported to contradict this behaⅥor eithe .
Therefore,becaus&hreettiaes(i.e.,25%ofthe tm identtted this behaviot it was
l乱。nぜ籠head∞acf's ttg“0きhaslier u並.
』   ′   L
AthletiC Tralller^
It was ofparticular mterest to the researcher whether or not the hett coach's
beha宙ors changed due to the presence ofthe researcher. To betier understand this
posdbuity,the team's atHctic trainer was interviewed by the researcher in an infomat
conversation style interview.According to the tealnis ttЫ∝にt a er,th r searcher's
7t
presence did not seem to have much effect on the head coach'S behaviors. The athletic
trainer indicated that the head coach's behavior seemed to change most in accordance
with how well (win/loss reco?d) the team was doing at that particular point in the season.
particularly if the team had won or lost the previous game. If they had worq the head
coach was very positive and upbeat. If the team had lost, the'head coach was ne'gative
and seemed annoyed during thcrfiajority of the practices that followed.
Athletes' and Head Coach's Journals
Each of the 9 positive and 12 negative head coaching behaviorS aie listed and
comparisons drawn in relation to the athletes' and coaches' journals. Rationale for
keeprng certain behaviors on the coaches' master lists even though the behaviors were not
identffied in the particip'ants' journals is outlined further in the discussion seition
(Chapter 5).
Positive Behaviors
Cares about player problems outside of volleyball. This behavior was referred to
by one of the athletes in her journal who stated, "Caring about how I feel and checking oh
me." Although the coach agreed with this behavior during her interview, shtidid not
record it in her journal.
Has a love for the grinie and competition and wants to hove fun. Several athletes'
journals reflected this behavior. Examples included, "Has fun with us", "Laughing with
us, interacting with us on our l6vel", and "she was very upbeat in practice, which made it
, 
. ,r. 
..
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seem miDre fun." The coach agreed unth this behaⅥor during her intervievらbut she did
nottodient oi engaging in thiS behaviorin herjoumal.
=
Emplkiizes positivd poinis of play. This particular behavior was found in both the
athlごtes'Jtti the head coach'もjoumals.Athlete ttatements included,“Posit市e
｀
rёinforcement during・drillゞ',``She realy emphasized the positive points ofthe game and
飩ressed the parts ofour play thtt is[arel∞― g toge her."The headめac  rem額1劇,
“III StOpped a drill to podt市eけgilve feedback to two playerゞ'and“I'm3TaduJけb lding
each player up wlth positive feedback fbi the last 1/4 ofthe season."
昴。rJs li4たぉθ
「
“
″″s Although ttts behavior was not re∞gtted h the head
co“h'Sjoumal,■w s renected h several athletes'joumas.Atttae ttatementsi“hded:
``Piclcing up intensiげ',`Practices have been a‐lot hard∝,mtin a g00d sense.She isに出ly
pushing us'L``The practices have been more intensぴ',and``She increasedJthe intensity of
practices to make us work harder."Although the head coach did not record this beha宙or
in herjollmal,she did a3Tee to havng mtense practices dumg her post‐season interview.
ルわ″vaたs rθ
“
.Data obtained hm several athletes'joumals supported this
beha宙or.For example,one athlete wrote,``Pre―galne mOt市ator." Another quote彙om a
separate athlete'sjoumalread,``(She)Set mOt市五ional goals fcDr us his week and really
wOrked us hard lll drils,which we needed.う' Yet another player wrote,``She is doing
things to mot市ate us,like tらng new drills."
The head coach also addressed being mot市atiOnal in_herjoumal:
"I asked the players to give me ways to motivate them positively in
practice. Examples would be th6t when the players reached their goal in a
drill, then we would do what they wanted. Their motivdtional tasks were
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that my assistant and I would do a sprint or wall sits or jump drills that we
have them do."
Listens to players. Examples of this behavior quoted from athletes' journals
incltided: *Asking us how we feel about...and listening to us", "Giving us choices", and
"(She is) listening b,etter,.even if it takes awhile.l' Although this behavior was identified by
athletes in their journals, it was not rbflected by any comments in the head coach's journal.
However, the head c<iach did agree (during het interview) to engaging in this behavior
throughout the seasbn.
Has confidence in plryers. This behavior was also identified in the journals by
several atlrletes as well as the head coach. Athlete statements included" "The confidence
of keeping me on the starting line-up for the ... tourney''and "showed faith in our team
even when we were doubting ourselves." The coach had written in her journd, "I told the
kids I believe in them."
Tries dffirent approaches to make thingswork This behavior was recognized in
both the athletesl and the head coach'sjournals. One athlete stated, "She incorporated a
new drill into our warm-up." The head coach's journal read,."[I] Did the 'Juanita' (new
drill) exercise", "I introduced a new player/coach into the team. The athletes iike how I
use him with the team."
Explains actioii. AgafuL this behavior was not found in the head coachis journals,
*
but it was recbrded in'aihlete's jgun ull. Specific statements from athletes regarding the
head coach exfilaining her actions were, "Explaining herself'and "I think that (she) is
telling us more of what we need to know, more of why she is doing what she is doing."
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DuHng彙1常
「
ew,thle'dC°
"h agreed that sh engttQd h thS bぬ
avior thttghout
イh,prTTSC°mpttie:eas01・1!
r    卜    ヽ ′
¨r ttStW′′pl響きS"p■tts力θ″gaaはSeveral ttЫetes identned this
bじhavior in theirjoumals.Examples ofjoumal ent■es included,``She t llJme things all、
the time that seem to be positive and she takes them all hway in the sarne sentbnce",
``Lying to me and othざpl yerゞ',“hstёad oftёlling us what we nOeded to know,she told
us whtt she thought we wanted to her',“sends mlxed m ssages about what she wants
and what she expectゞ',and``LOtS Ofhead galnes Ⅵth the outdde hitters."Unlike the
誠ndes,the head coach did not record ths behavior h herjoumd.
Dlル/θ″raフθcran¨/07′崚 κ Althou3hthe head∞ach did not re∞脚ze thiS
beha宙or in herjoumal,several athletes made notation Ofit in theirjoumals.Specttc
quotations included,``A1lows certain people large room for error and others li■lo or no
rOom for error', `At 6ne pont she set a direrent 30al for her non pnmary passers which I
didn't agree宙th.W  should al be given the same respeば,a d“Having drastic』y
di3brent expectations ofcertam p90ple.'' The hbad coach did襦ot co―ent on this
behavior in herjollmal.
Dα
"'′
″滋 ′響 as'θ″ο″0″S雌卜θJliFgs加わc面機 薇 韓 、Contrary to=
several atHetes,the head coach did not record this beha宙or tt herjoumal.Examples of
athlete'sjoumttentHes were,``Called(a playeう`crap''',``(She)haS tO try and realize that
everyone's level ofmentality on the tearn is not the same and she cHticLes girls ofdl ages
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the salne way when the younger gins are a bh more senslt市e'',and η可ot starting)(a seniOr)
on senior Elllght."
Dοθw 7遷
"9′
け パ“
εο〃 cttes_The fouowing Statements were recorded in
ttt athletes'joumasin suppO■ofth s behaⅥor,～“She makes players hesitant and cttdous
because ifyou make one mistake you're out''and “TOo quck to sub,does 't lt尭
tea―ates or person being subbed have the chance to pick up.'' The head coaCh didinot
めnlment on ths behaviorin herjoumJ.
助θrrs″ara"nepvesaだルな″cr″物う″οだωムThs particularbttaviOr
was found in both the航皿etes'joumals and the head coach'sJoumd.Severd tthldes
reported this behaⅥor in theirJoumals with the fono、Mng Stateme t∬“Is very negat市ぴ',
``Slamrung cupboard behind bencr',``she Was very negat市e,yelling at everyone when
they did something wrong and took away thelr ooniden∝", ``She dwells too inuch on the
negat市げ',“Focuses too much on nettatiVes and h壺的 ever the posit市e Lゞ and“She made
、al°1°fnegat市q comlnentQ that hui the tealn hentaly."Statements飲
)m the he出
.coach'sj〔施mal,included,``I got up hm the bench h disgust aner repeated pcishion
errors were made during a match''and``I dropped my cLpboard in disgust when we
rmssed game point sC持e.つ'
D“"7滋"θ“
みa/ルθ′響軒S″〃“
0″
"ra bθ
 αらたわ″ο″″た力θ″
carslis`θ″′ケCo―ents,om the athletes'joumals included,``She tried to use her owll
version ofpsychology on lne,which oned upsets ine''and``She used a coaching technique
that l hated.She made us fear herto mot市ate us.It really b6 hered me a lot because she
picked on my person,notjust on my abilities to play voⅡeyballi"The coach did n t
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recount this behaⅥor in herJoumal.Yet,she did agree to engarg in・thiS beha宙or dunng
her interview.
Cmttα∝ンThis behaⅥor was re∞rdёd by more athlete,in therjollmals than
any other behlⅥor.ExampleS included,“Teuing a plむ er one thing and doing the other',
“Tёlling me onё thing and then actually doing the opposhe'',``I hate t when she
contradicts herserlike a while ago she told us llot to pay attention to the score ttjust
play,yet now the scOre is the most lrnpOrtant th喝'',“There Was a lot ofstur,om the
(tOumament)weekend where she contradicts hers酬l At(another tOumamenil s腱
expected nothing,no■s e expects∝,甲thi鴫'',and``Contradictory,tells people to have
mn and be pumped but when you are,she rlldely quettions why you're happy.''Although
most athletes on the teanl‐identt d this behd宙orin theirJoumalS at some pomt dunng the
‐
seasoL the head coach did lot make any reference to eng導Jしm thi,b havior.  、
DOθ"7aフ″″″οttS Ag狐しthe head coach did not record this・
behaⅥo in her
joumal.HoweveL many athletes perce市ed lliS bёha宙or and made note Ofh in their
joumas.Examplesrincluded,“Lack ofinfo前ぬtibn about me not playlng,ノKept me
guessing as to the reasons for・■ot playing",``ShO told me l did a goodjob,then sat me
out,I'm co」巨seぱち``She took me out ofthe games yesterday.without explanatior',``she
needs to tell us stufFand explm actiOns,■otjust assume we understand."
Dttali″翻 み
“
Wルσ″″hettrg.AttteteJoumJs contdned the fouoⅦng
quotes supporting the occurrence ofthis beha宙or: ``Stili needs to work on listelllng,some
thngs thttye[e hettd tttranslated wrong she hdttd were五gh ",“Notldting me
l           ネヽ
・expttnthngS",“….whenIFedtOtdlyouhowitohttthecoachhadsdd)made me fed,
リ          ー~~ ~―ヽ~‐T
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''she thought I,was cofirplaining about-playing time." The head coach did not record
eng?glng in this beha'iiorbt an!'point during the season.
Talks behind,Otrrrr' backs. Interestingly, this pdrticular behavior was not
recorded in the head coach's journal, nor was it found in any of the athletes' journals.
Howwer, with the stipulation of rewording the behavior to "Goes to teammates of player
, with problem to attempt to help them or solve problem without violating coach-player
' trust", the coach agreed to having exhibited'ihis behavior during the season.
Has too high expectcitions andputs presxrre onplayers. Only one atlileie
recorded this behavior in her journal by commenting "Makes me feel as though everything
I do is wrongj She puts too much pressure on us." The head coach did not make any
statements in her jciurnal concerning this behavior.
Hasfavorite playeys. Similar to the previously reported behavior, only one athlete
entered this behavior in her journal making th6 Statement, "Pointing out specific people to
point out faults." The head coach did not record engaging in this behavior in her journal.
Assistant Coach Behavior Data
Athletes' and Assistant Coach's IntgrvieYs
' Positiie Behaviors
A total of 56 positive assistant coaching behaviors emerged from the athletes'
intbrviews. All identified positive behaviors were categorized into meaning units (a group
of identified perceptions and behaviors that are similar). A total of 13 meaning units were
formed from the athletest identification of the assistant coach's positive behaviors with
ive behaviOrs■ot ittmg mto a ineamng unit.This indicates that ive behaⅥors were
identtted that did not correlate with any othOr identtted behaⅥor.Thesσ.ive bdlaⅥo s
weredsttded.村In aning unit that had tt Last thee athaes(.e,25%Ofthe tam)
i
‐通枷的lehaviorsuthinthatmeanmgumtwぉcondde“d Jgnifcant md wb"quentし
placed oh the assistant∞ach7s ln t er u飩.This resu■
“
in eight meanmg umtS consisting
ofbem宙Ors identtted by three oF mdre athletes.Table 9 represents the L飩of he
assisttttlめach's dght poshive behaⅥorS as Were identined by at・least three Ofthe athltts
duHnごtl壺he面ews mdthe“sulting meamg utts
The podt市e matter饉■ofthe asJttant∞ach reveded dght meaning udt
behaviors.When asked during herinterview rshe had engaged in any ofthё bёhaviors on
the l飩фittt"r∝entし∞mphed∞mpditive s咽o■she電鮨d宙th s"en out of
eight,ort8%,ofthe identined pOdtlve behaviors.Therefore,she disagreed Ⅵth one out
Ofdght,Or 13%,ofthe identifed posit市e behav ors.Table 10 shows thO master h飩(list
Ofd■ittCant meamg units)ofthe assistant coach's posLive behaⅥors.■also depicts the
asdttant Ooach's agreement or disagreement Ⅷth each beh vioridentined by the ttmetes.
Statistics regarding the number ofathletes identiting each positive behavioL
|
averag,キリ■夕1神止¨9rde=、pFbehaviOrs Φased On per“市ed impo■ance to the atmeteめ,● 、
1
通nd the asdttant・coach's rttk・Order●ased On perce市ed b“6■ance t6 the a雨威ant‐
∞aCh)areづ面Sent“h Table'H.The ttmae rank_Order was derived ttom the average
rank」ordlrOfallathletes identitingeachbOhavior.‐Tha  is,the highestむvera e rank
orderibytheathleteswas giventthe rank―order of#1,the sOcond highest average rank‐
order waS gⅣen the rank‐order of2,and so on.Therefore,the L8herthe number,the
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Assistant Coach Positive BehaⅥors
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Identifieti Cohching Behaviors PostttBdha宙ors
meaning Units)
Pride in the program, good motivator, role model
Motivaiional
Orr the cout with tduq n'titices mistakes more, motivating
Has good things to say, knows what motinates people
几イbrivaras υ麻
ζhё belicved in tem (horSC―nl■疑31ョゥ
Positive ,.inOice*ent
pobitively to players
Pasiriν′Jvθ´′″Farags a″′
′ss″励 rriソ
`ο
rυ′αッじ=s
Supportive ofplayers
Value whdt she says, important
Doesn't stiess negatives, stnesses positives
Good input
Keeps lines operi for co-mmunicatioq trustworthy
Very approachable
Can tafttd her
Easier to talk to at end of season
Airyroachable
Easy to talk to
Listens, understood people more
И」♭οα
“
ab″aη′cas2 ra
ratt ra
'akes pressure offplayers, keeps the atmosphere fun
Has fun offthe court
Able to joke around with
1
Fun
塑
medihtor between players and codch
inS IheadcOach'si behaViOS to team
to players and takes the缶though s to lhead∞achl Ma″arar bθtteθ″′tいers
a″′力θαごιっαcカ鯉出 coachtt tOugh love practi∝
as [heid ioach's] translator
Talks to pldyers on side andbrines opinions to
-    1
|
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Dema'nds a lot from players
Brings up level of practice, eryects a lot from plbyers Has high exirectations
High expecrations of players of Players
hrshes *Jt5,body to wodrharder when she plays with team
轟瞥  躍淵
Coachesplayem, tells them wbat they needed to do
Constnrctive criticism
hustle, efrort in practice
Leads by orample, hates to lose
Alurays ready to g[, participates in practice, Alwa.vs rea4v to gi and
#nirgn"tt to help leads bY examPle
Comes to practice hapy to be there
Cheeffirl, cheers people up
|
~~ ~   1 
・  ´
Table 10。
Identifbd Assistant Coach's Positive Bchaviors bv the Athletes and Assistant´Coach
Coach's
Agreement
Yes l*oAttistゴht Coach―Posit市e Bchavioお
1.- Motivates players X
ρ・POSitiVeけreinfOr∝s and is su"o■iVe Of
、 players            ,
X
3. App.ioac'habtctrd easyto talk to X
4. Fun X
_5.M呻誠or between口ay rs and head coachiX
6.Has,gh expectatibns ofplayers
，?
7. Con$tructiveJy criticizes ,x
8. Always ready to go and leads by exanrpte X
1
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Table ll.
Athletes'粗d Assistant CoaCh's Rank.Orderin2 of Positife Beha宙ors
t
■._
Athlete Rank-Order
(no. of athletes; avg.)
Coach
Rank-Order
1. MotivateS players
.(t aVg.2.29) l. Ailproachable and easy to talkto
2. Mediator between players and"
head coach
(6; avg. 2.50)*
2. Mediator between players and
head coach.
・樹  :λttd玉
(5,avg.2.50)*
3. Positively reinforces and is
' zupportive of players
4.Coistmct市dy cntlclzes
(4;avg.2.75)
4. Constructively critieizes
I
.5. Always realy to go and leads
by exariryle
(5; avg. 3.00)
5. Motivates players
6. Approachable and easy to talk
to
(7;,av9.3.29)
6. Always ready to go and leads
by example
7.I・Ias■gh eXpectations of
playdrs
(4;lavg・.4.25)
7r Has high expⅢatiOns Of
playeA
8. Fun
“
;avg.5.25)
*Although 
"mediator between players and head coach" and "positively reinfofces and is
supportive of players" have the same average rank-order, "mediator between players and
head coach" was-rank-ordered higher, as number 2. This was due to the riumber of
athletes identiSing each behavior. "Mediator betw"een players and head coach" was
perceiv'ed by six players whereas "positively reinforces and is supportive of players" wa!
perceived by five athletes.
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rnore desirable the behavior (i.e., the behavior rank-ordered as #l was perceived by the
athlbtes to be the most desirable behavior). The assistant coach was only risked to rank-
order'thcisi behaviors that she identified as her orryn from the previous season beginning
with tfie most desirable behavior (i.e., the behavior rank-ordered ad #l was perceived by
l
the assistant coach to be the most de"sirable behavior)
ヽ
■tota Of47 negative asdttant coaching・beha宙ors emerged■om the athletes'
interviewS.All identtted negat市e behaⅥors were categorized mto rlllealnng units as
pre宙ous'dscussed.A totd ofthree meanmg udts resuled.F市e bQhaviors id not it・
1
.lnto a meamg umt.This means that ive behaⅥors were identiied that did not correlate
|
宙th any other identifed behavior.These卜 behaviors were discardedo Any nleamng
unit‐hat had tt leatt three athldes(1.e.,25%ofthe teamp identisbehaviOrs宙thin tliat
nleanmg unit was conddered signiEcant and・subseqliently placed on the assistant∞ach's
maStFL弩ThiSreν
理9d htⅢ
emeaningunitscondttingofbilehaviorsme籠五ed by three
P:撃
°re.Ⅲes・ T,Pie12representsainstofthげassistant coac 's three negative
behaviOrsJttwγei4enl■ed by■10おt・three ofthe atndes du丘ng th ir intervittS and the
remitng tteamng llmts.
T“negat市e master list 6fthe as豆飩an ∞ach reveded three mea油喝unit
beha宙ors.l When asked dunng herintemew ifshe hadFengaged in any ofthe behaⅥors On
the lst during the recent,completed compdit市e season,she agreed宙th ne out of
three,or 3,%,ofthe identi■ed negat市e behaviors.Therefore,she disagFeed With two Out
|
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Table 12.
Assistant Coach Ne2ative BehaⅥors
|
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l
Idenlぽhd Coaching Beha宙oR Negative】陀ビa宙brs
側eaEling u」10
ieg keeps knowledge to herself
Not mlich feedback
't speak uil enough
Doesn't speak her mind
11l VOl∝ aF′f
Qriet
Doesn't sdy anything when disagrees frith [head coaph]
't speak up enough
Not talking enough
flas some great ideas but doesn't speak up
Doesn't tafk enough
Founes。1“min players
Didn't feel she liked IIle at the哺中 山 嘔  (     Foαws""グル″
“
ras
wasll't as tiendy tourd llle        ″ara ra ca癒″DI曜郎
Dedicates more ofhersertO setters
I´
B五ngs outside influences on the com;
B“耐 誡 l脱:山
げpe°ple    
麟
"防
′″"ど″
LTitable whell.doesn't work‐out i五mo―gs              orあ′″
“
οde          ヽ
B五ngs bad attitude to practi∝
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ofthree,or 66%ofthe identtted negative behaviors.Table 13 sbWstr master ust(1■
of.Signincant milettng unito ofthe assistant coach's,egative behavioFS.It dso depicts
the assistant∞ach's agreement or disagreelnent with each beha宙or identined by the
athletes.
Statistis regarding the number ofathletes identiting each negat市e behaviot
average athlete rank‐order ofbehaⅥors, nd assistant coach's rank‐order are presented in
Table 14.The athlete rank‐ord r was derived hi the average rank‐order ofall athl∝es
identiting eachbehavior.That is,the highest average rank‐o記er by t  athletes was
glven the rank‐o der of#1,these∞nd high st average rank‐o der w s glven the rank‐
Orde10f2,Td ttT・“1∝eb甲'the hgh∝ぬe number,the mo“md 壺めb the
ll申篭γ(i・C,th9tぬⅢ°・rank-0●“
dお#l was perceived by the ttЫdes to be the
"説
unde雨ヽle leha宙00t=The asdstant Coach was only asked to rank‐order t“se・
beha宙ors that she identitted as her own ttom the prevlous season begl―g wlth the nlost
'undedrable behaⅥor(i.e.,the behavior t武`ordered as#l was percelved by.the hOad
∞ach to be the mott undesirable behavioう.
Researcher Field Observation Notes
Several compaiisons were made between the researcher's field observation notes
and the information (meaning units) gained from the interviews. Each of the eight positive
and three neg'ative assistant coaching behaviors are listed and comparisons drawn in
relation to the rebearcher's observations. Rationale for keeping certain behaviors on the
coaches' master lists even thodgh the behaviors were not idehtified in the resedrcher fi6ld
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.Table 13.
Coach's
Agre€ment
Yes | NoAssistant Coach - Nbgative Behaviort
l' Quiet X
2. Focuses on and dedicates m6re to certain
players
X
3. Takes out bad mood on oth-er people X
!i-
,t r, 
'l
*?
"*
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Table 14.
Athletes' ahd Assistant Coach's Rank:Ordering ofNegative Behaviors
Athlete Rank:Order
. 
(no. of athletes; avg.)
Coach Rank‐Order
l. Quiet(ll; avg. 1.18)
l. Focuses on and dedicates more
to certain players
2. Focuses on and dedicates more
to certain players
(3; avg. 1.67)
3. Takes out bad mood on otler
people
(4; avg.2.75)
?
??????
??
．
??????
? ??
?
r *r-
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observation notes is outlined further in the discussion section (Chapto 5).
Positive Behaviors
施 ″va趨「′崚 κ ThiS behavior was noted h the researcher■ld obs Nation
■otes.h one pl■icular inttance,tlie assittant coach had promised thetealn that she
would do a physical exbrcise that the tealn had to do in pracuce ifthe team perfomed
well.This served as a mot市ation force to the tёam wio then perfoIニュled very weu.The
assistant coach kept her prorFuSe and did the physical exercise in 6Юnt ofthe teanl at
practice the fouowing day.
Pω′
`惚
夕″′∬領QθS開お岬 or●″0/Pレ忍 During one road tdp,the tearn
had decided to do a suppOrtive team acti宙ty where th y wro e positivb comlnents abOut
tlieifturmates and gave those coⅢentStO that tea―at .The puFpOse.Was to show
ёach other suppo■and glve each othF poⅢ市e feedback.Alihouまthe cOaches were not
卜                ・
asked to be a part ofthis activity,the assistant coach took the initiat市to writごpositive
LIIments about 6ach ofthe playJs and see thどthey each got podt市ereinfOrcement
hrrL・her.
物 Ю″加らだ硼″θαッra raルra.This was noted when severd pltters On the
team went to the asdttant∞ach to talk about issues that were bothenng them(le。,
playing time,head coaching decisiOns,etc.).A couple ofthe athletes commented to the
researcher that the assistant coach ivas very open and easy to talk to.
誡 .At direrent times duHng the seasoL it was noticed that the players seemed
to have a lot offun when they were vnth the assistant coach. irhe assistant coach seclned
r・
ご
t
to be able to laugh and'enjoy the players, which encouraged the players to taugh and have
a good time as well.
Mediator between players and head coach. At one point during the seasorq the
team had a'problem with one of the head coach's coaching decisions. They took this
matter to the assistant coach who then spoke with the head coich about the incident.
Has high expectations of playerc. This behavior was not recorded in the
researcher field observation notes. However, because four players (i.e., ll% of tho team)
identified this behavior, it was considered sigaificant and placed on the assistant coach's
positive master list.
Constntitively eriticizes. This behavior was noted during one practice when the
assistant coach pulled a player asidiiand explaiired'why that playerrs particirlar techniques
were incorrect and how she could correct thenr-
Atways ready to go and leads by example. The researcher noted that the assistant
coach was always ready to jump iirto drills and sErimmages wh'en the team needed arr dxtra
player.
NeBative Behaviors r
Quiet. This behavior was noted on tttree separate occasions in the researcher field
observation notes. The assistant coach would often remain quiet without giving her
opinion dtiring both practices and games. OfterL she would take the physical position of
standing partly behind the head coach during team huddles and frequently, she Would not
join the team'huddles at all. It was noted that she would rarely speak without first being
' '11
:  ・
′ 」,‐ ニ
「
｀
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spoken to(elther by the head coach or a player).
Fttws“α″″″曲 s″ara ra cc"ainぃOS‐Th s behavior was noted on
●″o separate occasions,both dumg game situatiorls.h one instance,it was wntten that
the asdttant coach didn't talk to the tearn d面蛇 ime_Ou s lnstead,she puned certdn
players aside,and addressed thenlbne.o■‐one.The players that recelved this individual
attention were always those players who played a specinc position.The second situation
o∝Jred dutt Warm_ups when the assistant coach and the aforernentioned specifc
Jayers seemedto mvehddejokesthatthere■ofthe players on the tett wereめt privy
= イ  ・        ito be under飢Ood only by the as豆飩antto.Certaln∞mme ts Were made and seemeC
■     ■
ooach and´tlilese indi宙dual plaFs.
動物s"′b″″
""ο
r″″″η′θo Ths was notea tt one practice dumg the
season.ne asdttant∞
“
h phydcany moved a player to'where she wanted hertO be on
the∞urto Nothng was verbJLtt the∞aCh Smpけoved the player.Dumgthfsame
practice,the asdttant coach becarne uncharacte五stically upset wherl stt got“瀬th a bdl,
which was evldent by her nonverbd actiolls(i.e.,da_ing balls,31aring at players,、山。).
Athletic Trainer
It was of particular interest to the researcher whether or not the assiStant coach's
behaviors changed in the presence of the researcher. To better uhderstand this possibility,
the team's athletic trainer was interviewed by the iesearcher in an informal, conversational
style interview. According to the team"s athletic trainer, the researcher's presence did not
seem to have much effect on the assistant coach's behaviors. In the perception of the
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team's athletic trainer, the assistant coach's demeanor rarely changed.
Athletes' dnd Assist4nt Coach's Journals
Several comparisotrs were made between the particip'ants' (athletes and assistant
coach) journals and the information gained from the interviews (meaning units). Each of
the outlined eight positive and three negative assistanttoaching behaviors are listed and
comparisons drawn in relation to the weekly journals. Rationale for keeping certain
behaviors on the coaches' mabter lists even thou$h the behaviors were not identified in the
participants' journals is outlined further in the discussion'section (Chapter 5).
Posit市e BehaⅥors
ルわ
`"ates′
母螢SヽThis behavior was noted by the assistant coach as_well as
several ofthe athletes in thdrioumalS.The assistant coach wrote,“ [I]partidpated in
、mot市ational drins for players ex:I ran as award(reward)fOr them to reach go激."
Athletes'comments were,“Mo 市ation duHng practbげ',“Abk o mot市江e all qi■ickly
andび伍cienty',‐1 Good mot市4o「',``Mot市ation for the tealn'',``(ShO WOrked t9 get
everyttepumped■,fOr the w∝k“dt"marnent."
“Pお′為ι夕″′ 'κ“
〃 おΨ α
"姥
グメγtt ThiS bёha宙or was dso
suppo■ed in the assistant c9aCh'S and severd athletes'jQumJs.Some ofthe assistantド
coach's recordings included,``Indi宙dual fe bacr',``Indi宙dual posit ve feёdback
regarding specnc perforrnances",“[I]Gave(a player)posit市e feddback/ideas on｀how tO
improve herself滋ⅡaicJけand la her know l bdieved h her and whtt she could
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acёomplid『',“hdi宙dual instrLICtiOn and col■dence builder with(a playerp."‐The athl tes
wrotQ,``On the cOurt,she would teu me what l was doing good'',“She told me aner a
興atch that l did a greatjobマ,``Posi ive reinforcemёnt du五ng drillゞ',“(She)Was very
Sup10rt市e for me personauy this week.She helped give me codden∝.…'',``I knOw l can
∞unt on herto alwaysteu me when I`aln doing a goodiob",“She dwaystells me when
I'm doing wen,and she's always very seriouS when she says h'',“I think that she's almost
alWays posit市ぴ',` She can fbcus on the positives'ち``She gave compliments to everyone
and was very support市e."                               '
々P/“εあαbル〃 θαッわ″ル● ThiS behavior was alsilo suppo■ed by the
assistant coach's and sぎ毬 ofthe athletes'joumals.The assistant coach conlmented
that she,“0晨red to L飢en rneeded,individudけ."Athlae∞_ents included,“Aner
the garne,she sald that ifany ofus needed to talk to her,or needed a inessage to be
passed ot that・She wasthere for uゞ'「` I can go to her.Her advice and explanations are
great because it comes k)m an asdttant∞ach and a, tt player of(our head coachp.''
Jレ″.This behavior was noted in both the aSsistant coach's and several ofthe
誠Haes'joumds.The asdttant∞ach wote,“[I]Make players lau」山帥ten up when
things are stresJしl o the cOurt."Athlete comments included,``Joked around with mピ',
こ`Good humor when there isten゛oゴち` `V ry operand`hゴち` `Has in with uゞ',``Intense
and iュas usud",“Shejoked around宙th us when it was appropdate."Although the
assistant coaCh noted this bёha宙Or h herjojrnal,she disagreed with it du五ng her
ntervlew.
■
ト
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Mediator between players md head coaclt This behhvior was also noted in the
journals by the assistant coach and the players. The assistant coach wrote, "Damage
control art practice on Wednesday between (players) and (the head coach)." Some of the
athletes wrote, "Resource as to (the head cobch's) decisiohs", "Listening_to us and then
talking to (head coach|', "Talking to us and explaining stuffabout (head coach)", "She
'came to our room last night and explained a lot of (the head coach's) behaviors."
Has high expectations of players. This behavior was supported by the data
obtained from the assistant coach's and the athletes' journals. The assistant coach noted,
"pushed the athletes to bring more out of therisblves." Athlete conrments included,'jshe
has been pushing us in d good way and wbrking us hard" and "She.always pushes us to
work."
,Constructwely criticizes. This was noted in both the assistant coach's and several
athletes' journals. The assistant coac\ reported, "IndMdual feedback - constructive and
l-ori-I",':Lbud and stiong veibal cues", "Constructive feedback during games instead of
'oh really' statements:" Athletes' reported, "on the court,'lshe would tell me whai I was
doiiig wrong, helping me ottt", "She told me how to do something in a goodway - like
advice - not 'do this' ", "She gave me very constructive feedbaclc, which helped me during
practice", *(She) is really good at telling us what we are doing wrong in a positive manner
and a strict manner", "Talkirig to us constructively'', "Telling me what I.was doing good
and bad and how to fix it", "She gave me lots of feedback aird it helpedme'a lot. It wasn't
like, 'you do this wrong', more like, 'try it this way'."
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Atwoys ready to go and ledds by example. This behavior was also supported by
the assistant coach and several of the athletes. The assistant coach wrdte, "Playing during
practice, I feel I contribute positively with attitude, hustle, and communicaiion." Athlete
comments included, "Demonstrated what I needed to do", *t[gh energy and enthusiasm",
"She brought her energy into the g5m", "She always seems happy and brings good spirits
to the games and practices", "Great hustle and energy."
0″JθムThiS behaⅥor was not suppofed by theホsistant coach.Howevet several
athletes nlade note ofthis by∞milentin3``She didn'ttalk enough at one ofthe matches,
wastilent",“She needs to speak up and ttt l knOw she has greatthings to say,she n∝dS
to Say thm'',``When she has something to sけKit Seems)S e h01ds h bacr',“she ttin
dOesntもpeak her mmdto thetm'',“She d?esn t Speak up when something is bothering
her,even though i might help uゞ',“Sorllletimes she is too quia and doesn't express when
We are doing something wro疑ダ,``She needs to voice her opinion mpre onm",``N6t
spdttng・up wh"[she]uisagrees宙th(head COacD",`NOt adding her own opiniott to
changeゞ',“Not speaking up at practicげダNeedStO give more mputin practice and
games'',``she dOesn't really talk mucr',`,Needs to talk a uttle morぴ',“Not.sp aking'up
sometШle'ゞ,``Sometimesit seems asifshe has something to say,but doesn't say 17',′
``She's quiet at times",“(She'S)Stiu rather quiet'',``She needsto talk more and give us her
opidon,she h,gOOl tⅢJL」tO Say but doesn't say them enough."
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Facasas“綱ご滋Jli“擁 ″araわ
“
/`αカメ γ κ ThiS behavior was■9t
docurnented in the assistant∞ach' joumJ.The athletes,however,did make note Ofthis
behavior by co―enting,“I don't think she likes mピ',“She seerrls to spend a lot oftime‐
宙t貯(Spedic Players accordng to their positio→''ノDeals maimy宙th(speCnc Players
according t6 their positio⇒'',``Ithink she sometimes pays too much attentidh to(specic
Players"cording to their poshio→習ぅ``She appears to focus on and compument sollle
players more thT tthむS fOr nQ apparent reason."
_   :Ettsα″′b配″う材あ ι゛ねιゥι″″・This behaⅥor was supported by,data
Obthed hm the asttant coach's as Wen as sev∝d athlaes'joumals The ttdttant
∞ach repo■d,“Pissy attitude Eatl TueSday practice.''Athlete CoIIIments included,“She
gOt pissed when someonc hit her‐not a good attitude",“She wasin a bad mood",``I
didn't like■on Tuesday when she brought her bad attitude to practicく,“M00 inesゞ',
“When it's abad moOd day,■'sa bad mood daヴ',``Being cran during practice,getting
mad at us when we didn't deserve it",“She took her bad day out on us and gotrnad at
things we dd thtt she llo血町WOuldn't care about."Although the asd飩価 ∞ach
recorded ths tthavior h herioumtt she deded engⅢg intmSbehavior d面喝her
interview.
Ideal Coaching BehaⅥors
Athletes
AtHctes'ideal coaching behavlor lists were also combined to produce atotal of
102 reported behaⅥ ors.All'identined behaviors ihat were sirrular were categorized into
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meaning units.A totd ofseven meanlng umts resulted.Thim‐six behavior were
ident面eごthat did not■into any meamng umt.This indicates that 36 behaviors were
identtted that did not cOrrdate with any other ident面ed beha宙oi.These 36 b haviors
were discarded.Aげmeanmg unit that had at leatt three athletes(.e.,25%ofteamp
identtt behaViOrs Ⅶthin that meaning umt was considered siglni■cant an  subsequently
placed on the ided∞aching behaMors matter L威.Table 15 represents the Ltt ofsevelll
ided∞aching behaviors as were dentined by the■ma s dur g their interviews and the
resuLing meamg units.
Stttittics for the ttmaes'seven ided coaching beh劉6rs are compued h Ta le 16.
The rank‐order bfeach beha宙or was ddemined by the average ofthe atmetes'rank‐
orders.That is,the highett avette was glven the rank―order of#1,the se∞nd hgh 説
average was glven the rank‐order ofnumber 2,and so oIEl.Therefore,the igherthe
nu面ber,the niore desirable thebehavior.AtЫetes rank―ordered deal∞aching behaviors
begnmng Ⅶth the most desirable behavior.AIso mcluded in Table 16 are the number of
誠皿社es who dent五edl“chpanicularideal coachiligbeha宙or and the number ofathldes
who dent■dthttpⅢ叩1額,bttaviOrasbdごthe lnOtt destable deal coaching bぬavior
(i.eっthelElumber ofatttac,who rank―odered the behavior as#1).   `
Six athldes rn‐orde ed an ideal coaching behavior as#1,the most mportant.
beha宙or tO them,that did not i into any ofthe fomulated meamng units.That is,three
athletes(i.e.,25%ofthe teamp had to identit a bem宙Or for that b ha宙or to be plac d on
the ided coaching master list.Although the fouowing litted behaviors were each
identi■ed as the mOstimportant behaⅥors o one athlete KwhO ranked the beha宙or at#1),
Table 15。
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Idtnttd CttКhing Behaviors Ideal Bcha宙o"
meaning ttitSI
Authority that demands rcspect ht also rcspects ptayers
Have respect for
Respect and have fun with them
Res@ oach - respects team
拗 ′
“
α′″as″cr battθ″
α)acみ″′α油ルras
Demands a lot from you and pushes you to succeed
iunds that players work hard and iettle for nothing leS
ddus                                         Eヒ廂口
"α
ζルard減ル
Pushes team h$ knows players' limits
Wo*s players hard physically
peopleわHmit』the time
Motivates you to pnsh yourseff
Finds ways to motivate team
Ahiays pnshing players in their own positive ways Mofrysnond
Motivational
Motivdte-s players
how to motivate everyplayer, intrinsically andextrinsicalS
themsetvts approachable and easy to talk to - not defensive
Willing 1s'talk and listen to players
Qaa talk fo themi always has open door for players Apiro:achable and easl to
Can talk to and understad easy talk to
for suggestions; Easy to talk to ofrcourt
,      
ト
,  ど
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of game
of game; E4erience (coaching and playing)
Played sport at somepoint
Knows the game Knowledge olthe game
Communicjtion - knoivs game and knows'how to coach game
the slnrt - lots of drills
teally good knowledge of game - lots of player and coach experience
everything atbut sport
ShowSyou what you need to do; Involved during practice
Able to play withplayers and show them skills Teaches skills through
ihow to teach it ″αセ″″2_
Erylains what they are doing
Has an answer for all questions
Erylains werything that's going on
回 薇パ
“
″
“
s
‐T   l:  f
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Table 16。
Athletes'Id語面ёd ldeal coachin2 Beha宙ors bv Rank‐Order
ヽ  ・・ _レ  ・ 五   「
 ヽ     ■,        i    f
Rank―
0いder
(b,aVg.)
Ideal Coaching Bef,aviors #oFAthletes
ldenti,i亀
Bchavlor
#ofAthiёtes
Rank‐
Ordこ面ng at
#1
1
(avg.3.25)
Mutual respect betwben coach
and athlete"s
4 1
2
(亀.4.33)
Deniands hard work 6 2
3
(aサg.4.5)
Motivational 6 2
4
(avg.4.71)
Approachable and easy to talk
to
5 0
5
(avg.5.22)
Knowledge of the game 8 1
6
(aV3・5.25)
Teaches skins thrOugh
mOdi山略
3 0
7
・
(aVg。9.66)
Explains actions 3 0
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they were not identffied by at least two oiher athletes as being signfficant and thus, were
not placed on the coach's master list. These behaviors were: (a) recognize
accomplishments and faults to help you improve, @) positive attitudg (c) enthusiastib
about the sport, (d) plays players fcir playirig ability, (e) dedicated, (D gives you the feeling
that you are the only one who can take yourself offthe court - gives players confidence.
?{_
I
Head Coach
The head coach was a'sked to develop two separate ideal coaching behavior list!.
One from her perspective as a coach (eight behaviors weie identified) and one from what
she believed her athletes desired (five behaviors were identified) (see Table l7). Both lists
weri rank-ordered by the coach beginning with the most desirable behavior.
Assistant Coach
The assistant coach was also asked'to develop nvo ideal coaching behavior lists.
One list from her perspective as an assistant coach (nine behaviors were identified) and the
other list from wtiat she believed her athletes desired (ten behaviors were identified)
(see Table l8). Both lists were rank-ord6red by the coach'beginning with the most
desirable behavior.
Suinmary
Results from this study indicated that coaches' and athletes' perceptions of
positive, or'desirable, coaching behdviors were similar. However, their perceptions of
i-
tiule'tz.
Head Coach Identified Ideal Coaching Behaviors
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Ideal Coach‐ Ideal Coach - Coach's fdea
of Athletes' Desires
3. Create learning
environment
3. Caring - empowering
4. Create afl environment
where athletes can take
chances
4. FunJoving yet a tough
coactg hard on them
6. Givine l007o in effort
8. Aura of$eatness
reflected onto players;
accepting nothing less
than 10079, " .*,r- - '
'.rlr'
'l
l. Empowering; caring 1.Motivati6nal
2. Inspirational; motivational 2.Enthusiastic
5. Playful environment 5. Knowledgeable
7.Enthudastic
・ヽ・            」         ・
‐・Table′18。                               _
Assistant℃oach ldentifed ldeal Coattng Beha宙Ors ・   ‐
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Ideal C6ach‐
Coach Pe■pdごtive
Ideril Coach - Coach's Idee
of Athletes'Desires
li HoJiew
2.Goodめ五hmcator2. Coniistency
3. Match players' effcirts and
dedication to sport
3. Good cornmunication
4.Coisittent 4.Respectful (coaches and
athletes)
5. Pushes thenr to their
potential
6. itealistically demanding 6.hdi宙dual attention
7. Motivator 7. Knows the ga^me,
stratergy, aird when to use it
|.Know players
indi宙dially;be imtor or
supporter outside of
athletics
8. Gives specific, useful
feedback; constructive
9・ Fnerg", 9.Posit市e reinforttent
10. Good personality
.■∫品息
5.Positive maJOHty ofl油de
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negatit,or undesirable,coac揃咤 behaⅥOrs Were markedly divergent.Fu■hermor ,ideal
cぬchng characterittics as identned by COaches and ttHaes have dmilari[ies and
direrences.
Desirable Coaching BehaⅥors
When combined,the head coach's and assistant coach's posit市e masterlids
・yielded a total of 17 mealung units(9 head,8 asdstant)aS identined by the athletes.Of
these,the coaches cdle∝iveけagreed宙th having exhib■ed 16.Ths indicated a high
siniilanty〔le.,94%agreement)between the athletes'and∞aches'percep ions ofthe
∞acms'pOJt市e behavios th江ccuFFed t●0亀無 饉ttthe cQ輸型面Ve SeasOn.
Spec五a■y,posit市e beha宙ors in agreement:"gO´      =・摯
1. Cares about pl″erlがぁblelns outttde ofvol■al
2.  Has a love forthe game and compethion and wantsto`have mn
3.   Emphasizes positive ponts ofplay
4.    Holds intense practices
5.    Motivates tealn
6.  Listells to players
7.   Has conidence in,la2yers
8.    Tries direrent approaches to make things work
9.  Explains actions
10.   Motivates players
H. Positively reinfoFCeS and is suppOrtive ofpla7yers
12. Approachable and easy to talk to
13.   Mediator between players and head∞ach
14. Has high expectations ofplayers
15.  ConstrLICtiVely cnticizes
16.   Always ready to go and leads by exalnple.
The only poshive leha宙Or wlth which the athletes and a coach disagreed wa駐
l     Fun
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U+desirable Coaching Behaviors
When combined the head coach's and assistant coach's negative master lists
yielded a total of 15 meaning unitS (12 head, 3 assistant) as identifibd by the athletes. Of
these, the coaches collectively agreed with having exhibited 5. This indicated a high
difference (i.e.,67%o disagreement) between the athletes' and coachesl pbrceptiohs bfthe
coaches' negative behaviors that occurred throughout the competitive season.
Specifically, negative behaviors which the athletes and atoach disagreed with were:
l. Not honest with players iind plays head games
- , * 2.,t Differenttexpectations for players3.' Doein'i iake players' emotions and feelings into considerbtion
.4.. - Doeinut give players second chances
5. Contradictory
r" ' 6s Defensive and has selective'hearing
7. Has too higtr expectations and puts pressure on players
8. Has favorite players
9. Quiet10. Takes out bad mood on other people
Negative behaviors with which the athletes and a coach agreed fuere:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Dwells more on negatives and lets negative emotions out
Doesn't know each of the playerS well enough to be able to
motivate them consistently
Doesn't explain mbtives
Talks behind player-s' bhcks
Focuses on and d-edicates more to certain players
Ideal Coaching Beha宙ors
Athletes'ideal coaching behaⅥ or ust revealed seven behaⅥs.Coue∝市ely,the
coaches'lists(i.e.,head and asdttant)prOdu∝d17 ided∞achng behaviors whiletheむ
cOmbined lists ttom what they beheved their athletes desred produced 15 behaviors.The
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following list of four ideal coaching characteristics was noted by both the athletes and one
' or both ofthe coaches:
l. Athletes: Mutual respect between coach and athlEtes
Assistant Coach: Respectful (coaches and athletes)
2. Athletes: Demands hard work
sistairt Coach: Pushes them to their potential
3. Athletes: Motivational
Head Coach: Inspirational; motivational
Assistant Coach: Motivator
4. Attiletds: Knowledge of the game
Head Coach: Knowledgeable
Assistant Coach: Knows the game, strategy, and when to use it
Three ideal coaching behaviors were notd:d by athletes but not by the coaches.
These behaviors were:
l. Approachable and easY to talk to
2. Teaches skills through modeling
3. ,Explains actions
Because the coaches identified four of the seven (i.e.,57Yo') ided coaehing
behbviors that were listed by the athletes, it wds concluded that athletes' and coactfes'
perceptions o{ideal cpaching behaviors were somewhat similar.
∫ヽ  ・=   `      :
r           Research Ouestion
The research question to be answe?ed through this investigation was, t'What are
the similarities and differences between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching
bbhaviors?"
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Similarities
Similarities between∞aches'a d athletes'perceptions Ofcoaching behaviors
appeared to lie in those behaviors that were perce市ed as desirable,or pos■市 ,by b th the
coach allnd the athlaes.rtte pattr(師Caly the atme e)宙ewed he act as undesirable,it
ilr!I
wa5 iikely that cohches' and athletes' perceptions of the.behavior would differ. In the
present study,there was a 940/O agreement between coaches'and ttmetes'On those
beha宙ors perceived as desirable by both partiesi Specifcamy,these behaⅥors dealt wthJ
thё constructs ol
l. Caring about,1飩emgto,and supporting the players
2. Loving the galne and leading by exalnple
3. Emphasizing the positive」yet usng cttructive critiёism
4. Having intense practices and high ёttectations ofplayers
5. Mot市a ing the tealn
6.     Ha血g coddence in the players
7. Trying direrent approaches to niake things work
8.    Expla―g actions.
Also,similanties between coaches'and athletes'perceptions ofwhat constitutes
an ideal coach include the fonovttng concepts:
1.  Mutual resp∝t
2.    E)elnanding hard work
3.  Being moivational
4. Having a knowledge ofthe galne
Ofthese four idtt coaching chaFaCteristics,the coaches in this study were identiied as
possessing two:demandmg hard work and being lnotivatiOnal.
l07
Differerices
Differences between coaches' and athletes' percepions of coaching behaviors
app6ared to lie in thosebehaviors that were perceived as undesirable, or negative, by the
athletes. If ohe party (t)?ically the afhlete) viewed the act as undeskadle, it was likely that
coaches' and athletes' perceptions of the behavior would differ. In the pre"sent study,
there was a 67Yo disagreement between co&ches' and athletes' on those b'ehaviors
perceived as undesirable by the athletes. The negative behaviors on which tlie athletes
and coaches disagreed all had negative corihotations and were likely also perceived by"
coaches as negative. Therefore, coache's' and athletes' perceptions differed on those
behaviors that were likely perceived by both coaches and athletes as negdtive. These
behaviors were:
1.
2.
3.
4」
5。
C 6.
7.   ｀
8:
9.
10.
Not honest mth playeFS and Plays head gttes
Direrent eゅeCtations for players
Doesnマt take,layerS'emotions and ibbgsint。∞h ideration
Doesn't give players s∝ond・chance
Contradictory
DenJisiサe alld has selective heanng
事ast00 HまexpeCtations and puts pressure on playersHas肺Hte pl″ers
Quiet
Takes out bad inood on Other people.
However, thbse behaviors that were pbrceived as negative by the-athletes but which thd
coaches' agreed to engaging in, could have been perceived as positive by the co-aches.
These behaviors may have hail a negative connotation to the athletes and a positive
connotation to the coaches:
1. Dwells more on negatives and lets negative emolions out
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2. Doesn'tiOow each ofthe players well enough to be able to
motivate thellll consistentけ
3.    Doesn't explaln lnotives
4.  Talks behind players'backs
5.  Focuses on and dedicates more to certain players.
h sll―ary,cOaches and athletes tended tO agree with those behaⅥors that were
viewed as positive by both the coaches and the athletes. Also,they agreed vnth those.
beha宙ors whose connotation inay have been negative to the athlete,but positive to the
coach. On the other hand,coaches and athletes tended to disagree vnth those behaⅥors
that both the coaches and athleteS pe“eived as negative.       `
i i t *r
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
Previous research has primarily resulted in dichotomous answers (yes or no) to the
question of whether coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors are similar
(Anshel & Straub, l99l Horne & Carro4 l'985; Percival, l97l;Prapavessis.& Gordon,
l99l Salminen & Liukkonen,1996; Salminen at al., 1992). The majority ofthese
findings indicated that coaches' and athletes',perceptions of coaching behaviors are 
.
divergent. However,limited research has been conducted to explain specific perceptual
similarities and discrepancies between coaches and athletes. Therefore, this study focused
on cirnceiitualizing the similarities and diffeiences between coaches' and athletes'
perceptions of coaching behaviors in regard to three behaviciial dimensions: (a) desirable
coaching behaviors, (b) undesirable coaching behaviors, and (c) ideal coachingbehaviors.
Specifically, the researchquestion to be answered was: "What are the similarities'and
differencesbetween coaches' and athletes' perceptions ofcoaching Sehaviors?" Several
notewcinhy comparisons emerged frbm this study and are discussed in this chapter.
Results from this'study indicate that coaches' and athlstes' perceptions of positive,
or desirable coaching behaviors are similar. However, their perceptions of n'egative, or
undesirable coachin! behaviors are markedly divergent. Also, what coaches and athletes
believe to be ideal coaching characteristics were found to be somewhat similar. Although
coaches often think they know what behaviors their athletes prefer in a coach, research
indicates that may not always be the case' @ercival, l97l; Salminen et al., 1992; Smith et
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J。,197驚Wandzilak a d.,1988).In faCt,江hldes may desire entirely direrent behaviors
in a c6ach than wht the coach believes his or her athletes desre.
Desirable CoachinこBehavlors
Three behaⅥors(tWO fOrthe head℃oach an  one forthe asdttant coacD were len
on the coaches'posit市e rrla ter lsts although not htted in either the particlpants'joumals
Or the researcher Seld observation notes.Rationale for including these behaviors follows.
In relation to desirable behaⅥors ofthe ead coach:
1.C″ιs α
"″
′′ゎ″pra開あS ωrslitグ湖 り
"″
ThS behavior was not
doted in the researcher ield observation notes. Howev、_rarely did the researcher spend
time宙th the team‐outdde ofthe voueyball arena(i.eっpractic s and game⇒.TherefOre,
theお轟archer■i as nOt exposed to the atЫdes'outside pЮblenl」and hoW the coach may
itted出缶hittseiroblelnS甜品 vdeyb』cou■.川Ю,血s behavi∝れ っc面略)
mtthNenmredm。“。n a oie■o‐o“bads between the Ld coach and each plりer
thtt identiied the behavior.Usua■y,out“de prOblerns are discussed outside｀ofthe spO■
arena and in the coach's ottce oF another pnvate location.Thus,the researcher was not
pnvy to such conversations.Yet,because thFee athletes(i.e.,25%ofthe teamp ident■d
this behavior,■was considered dgniEcant and incidd on the head coach's pOsitive
lnaster list.
2.Jοtt liF″搬5θ
「
∝ふ ヽThiS particulaF behaVior was not doctlmented in the
researcher ielとobs rvation notよ.However,because the researcher did not participate
vnth the teaFn and did not attend every practice during the course ofthe seasoηりthe
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nuctuatibns in intensity levds tt practices were dincult to assess.Yet,there was no
d5mmentation in the researcher ield 6bservation notes to reite this idChttted beha宙or.
■ erefore,“intense practiceゞ'was IILCluded on the head coach's positive master ust.
h relation to the desrable behaⅥors ofthe assistant ooach:
3.Hおみな力
`■
79c″″οパ″ン響as・ThiS beha宙or ofthe assittant coach Was■ot.
listed in the researcher feld observttion■otes.It mght be that ths behavior was noticed
more by indi宙dual playerゞthan by an outside observer。口he expectations that each athlete
perceived are dttcult to speculate.
When assOssttg posl市e,or desiFable Coaching behaviois,athletes'andicolches'
perceptions wtt st丘lcingly similar(1:e.,94%建
「
eem nt).The head∞ach agreed with
llme out oftune ofher desiFable beha宙ors that weたidentilEed by the athletes wh」e the
asdttant coach疑興ed mth seven out ofdgtt ofher dedrable behavlors(she diSagreed
宙th being“釉ゴ).DuFing her interview,the assittant・coach explained her peFceptibns of
“
r own personality,which could dso explain why she disagreed Ⅷth belng“Lピ'the ´
prevlous season:
摘:蹴:11猟:出酬:=測器譜撚駐鳳ぶ∬"
know how tojOke宙th me and can get me to ughterl up and talk to"and
Other peciple are elther too neⅣous to l■y to do that or don't care to try to
do that.Ijust think it's a general,I don't know,aura l glve out.
The pilot study coach also agreed with eight out ofeight ofhis dedrable beha宙ds hat
were identined by tlie pilot強ldy atttetes.Salmmёn et al.(1992)and Salminen and
Liukkbnen(1996)d∝lared that,ih generd,people tend to overestimate ther socially
.    ‐         、 どけ “
t't2
desirable characteristics. When piesented with a list of positive, or socially.desirable
behaviors and askEd whether or not on6 possesses those qualities, it wtluld be more
desirible and $ocially acceptable for most people to say that they do. Not only does that
make the perscin feel good about him or herself (increases self-confidence), [t also makes
him or her look good to others (ihcreases self-image). AIso, the behavior's listed on the
coaches' positive master lists all have a positive connotation. Therefore, ifthe coaches'
intentions ai'e to benefit the teanq which is likely the case, the coach will enga$e in
behaviors that he or she perceives to be helpful to the team, which encompasses the
behaviors on the coaches' positive master lists.
Undesirable Coachin2 Behaviors
.・  S破beha宙ois were ltt on the head coach's negative master list although not
ごlst枷五祉 配rtihelartidpttsLj乱嗣 S Orthe“sea“h∝ 壼dd obseⅣ江bn llotes All
ne」血Ve滉翻 ors ttthe assittant coach were doculnented in either the particlpants'
Joumals or the researcher ield observation■otes.Rationale for including the six negat市e
beha宙OFS On the head coach's master ust fOllows.
1.物胎 らθみ′″ウ リ 2おbaむ縁・ This was the only behaⅥorthat w s notident五ed
hthe partidlhts'jOumds noF h the researcher idd obseⅣ江ion notes.Ths behavior
was believed to have erected those indi宙duals who were``talked abcttt''or``talked to"by
the head doach. h fact,when revieunng the mterviews,the athlёt s who iden ned this
beha宙or gave examples Ofspeciic tunes.when the head coach talked about orto them on
an indi宙ual basis.Thu%the researcher was not there to mtness the interactioL which
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resulted in the beha宙or not belng documented in the researcher ield observation notes.
Speculationbehindwhy this behaⅥorwas not lsted in thejourwds isdue tothe timing of
joumal wnting.Joumals were completed atthe end ofa practiceo What waslno■likely
飩sh in th athletes'minds was actual practice tllne as opposed to situations ttty may
have encountered orthe cOurt. It is duricult to believe that the coach talked behind a
players'back to another Jayer h the presen∝ofotttrtttmemb ri Also,ths
behavior may have occured hthe period betweenthe iattjOumal`colection and the
athletes'post season intemews(apprOxlmately lve we■o.BeCau鴫■Ve athletёs
(.e.,42%ofthe teaml identifed this behavior during theL int面ews,■
was∞ngdered
dgniicant and placed on the head coach',negatit master u飩.
2.Ⅳb′″ο″gsrソ′清′響9s″′JOs力θ`ガ脚 偲 ThiS partlcular behaⅥ
or was
■ot noted in the researcher ield observation notes.However,h is believed that the
researcher would need to actuauy be a member ofthe tettL and thus be invo市ed dttctly,
in order tQ grasp the occlrence ofthis behavioF.The fact that four playeFS(i.9,33%of
the teamb noted this behavior prompted■s hcludon On thO mad"ach'S"gat市e maier・
lst.
3.D∬∝鴨′aフθθ
`α
″οパル ′″″晟 ThiS behavioF WaS dSo not noted in the 
・
researcher ield observation notes.AgttL it is beLeved that the researcher would need to
be a member ofthe team in QFder tO grasp this behaⅥor.Stilちbecause thFee athletes
(i.e.,25%ofthe tealn)noted this behavior,I wtt placed on the head coacli'S“gat市e
rrlaster ust.
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4.Dα躙 7肋"θα働 o/働θ由
OS“″0畑♂ ra bθあ ルJO″ο″″″
`み
θ″
cmSゞe″rry.This behaⅥor W s not noted in the researcher tteld observation notes.It is
believed tha ths is a behavior thtt erects eaCh indi宙dud sep年江ely and is based on
indi宙dual preferences.ThoSe athletes who were not mot市at d by t ё cOach probably
identined this beha宙or as bemg slgnilEcant during their intemews.This included three
atЫetes(1.e.,25%ofthe teamp and th壷品 re was placed・on the liead coach's negative
master list.
5.J“′ω力rigb tter″″ο否″ガ″rs′″sw″
“
′″″に ThiS behaⅥor was
not documented in the researcher ield observation notes. This is a behaⅥor that is
cOnsidered individud andヽlmeけperCeived direrentサby each hdMduJ.Itヽd面c ■to
speculate how each indi宙dud player might percelve the head coach's expectatio,s and/or
“pressure."Howevet because fouFtthletes(i.e.,33%ofteam)ident■ed thiS behavior
during their intervlews,it was placed'on the head coach's negat市e master list.
6.H繭力"ガ″′レ κ The researcher did not note this behaviorin the iddヽ
observation notes.ThiゞbehaⅥoFis believed lo be eXperienced by thosp who dQ■ot see
themse市es as the coach's``favorite play"."ЁLcause three athletes(i.e.,25%ofthe teamp
.              ど if
denttted ths tthavior du五ng ther inteⅢewS,l Wasien onthe hQd c9,Ch'S negaiザe
master lst.
When assessing negat市e,or undesirable coaching behaviors,athletes'and
coaches'perceptions were found to be markedly divergent(i.e.,67%disagreement).ThiS
suppo■s thO indings ofseverd invettigators(Anshd&Straub,1991;Homё&Ca roL
1985:Perc市J,1971;Prapavesds&Gorttn,1991;SJminen&Lhkkone■1996:
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Sblminen et al., tgg}) who have pointed out that perceirtions of ooaches and athletes
regarding coaching behaviors conflict.
Anshel and Stragb (1991) investilated perceptual differences between high schobl 
-
and collegiate coaches and athletes regarding undesirable coaching bihaviors. Of the 7
undesirable, or ndgative, coaching behaviors identified by athletes (U:81), none of the 22
coaches agreed to engaging in more than 2, and 5 coaches denied afrliation with any of
the listed undesirable codching behaviors. As a rezult, these investigators concludtid that
coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors (undesirable) were maqfredly
divergerit. ' 't,
In the present study, the head coach only agreed with 4 out of 12 (i:e.,33o/o)
negative behaviors, thus disagreeing with 8 of 12 (i.e.,670/o). 'The assistant coach agreed
with one out of three (i.e.,33Yo) negative behaviors, thus disagreeing with trro out 9f
-three (i:e.,66Yo). Specifically, the negative behaviors with which either the hbad coach or
the assistant coach disagreed were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Not honest with players and plays head games
Different expectations for players
Doesn't take players' emotions and feelings into consideration
Doesn't give players second chances
Contradictory
Defensive and has selective hearing
Has too high expectations and puts pressure on players
Has favorite players
Quiet
Takes out b'ad mood on other people
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The negative beha宙ors unth which either the head coach or the assistant coach
agreed were:
1.  Dwells mOre On negat市es andlets negat市e emotions out
2. Doesn't know each ofthe players wem enough to be able to
mot市ate them consistently
3.  Doesn't explain IIrlotives
4.  Talks behind players'backs
5.   Focuses on and dedicates more to certain players
When the cOaches were initially presented their negat市e mast r hsts, y were not
told that their master list calne■om thelr ath191es nOr were they told that the Lst∞nsisted
ofneg鑢市e chara∝erittics.They were simpけasktt Whaher Or notthey had engaged in
any ofthe behaⅥors on the list during the pronously∞mplet d c mpetit市e s ason.
Therefore,the coaches lnay not have perceived every beha宙Or On the Lstto have a
negat市e,orhanl,connotation. For example,the assistant coach agreed vnth the
negatiヤe behavior ot“fOCuses on and dedicates more to certain players."Dumg her
interview,when this panticular behaⅥor Was presented,she made the coIIIment that herjob
was to be the`setter coach.'Thttefore she tended to work more Ⅵth the setters.F She｀
perce市ed this to be p6slt市e and benじicial to the team while not realizing that other
playёrs may have feh raected due to their posltion on the tealn.Sdll,when exanumng`the
list ofnegat市e beha宙ors that the coaches disagreed witL it appears that their lmphed
meanings would likely be perce市ed aS negat市.When the coaches were asked whether
or notthey had englged in these behaⅥors,they could have perceived some ofthese
behaviors to be behaⅥrs thtt may,potentially bb hι回血i tO the tealn.For example,the
head coach dsagreed宙th the behavior ofttcontrttd品bry.'L A coach sendng
Fゝ
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∞ntradiaory messages tO hiS Or her teanl wi■Lkely have a very coコ山s d and fiふtrated
teaIIlthat hears something one day(e.gっa pЮmise to start the next garne)and ga3 an
entireけdrerem message the next da2y(e.g,being told they will dt the bench the e壷Ⅲ
gamep.coaches,as well as leaders in general,are usLldly not prepared to admit they may
have done something destruct市e toward their subordinates,as harmng the team is
魚3quently nδt the intent Ofthe coたh.
on the Other hand,when宙e―g the Lst ofnegat市ё behaⅥors the coaches agreed
WitL it COuld be that thesごbehaviors were not perceived as negat市 orlこ口耐hito th
team.In fact,some ofthese behaⅥors may be p rce市ed by a coach to be help■l δ th
team when engaged lrl at the proper tune. 1「her fore,the coaches may have engaged in
these beha宙ors fbr“the good ofthe team." For example,the head coach was presented
with the behavior ot,“talkS behind Players'backs." She admitted to engaglng in this
beha宙or only ifshe could reword it to appropHately reflect what she beLeved she had
dOne.Her reworded behavior wぉ,“Goes to te 画面 eS Ofメリ∝ W´ith「製 em tp attemptL :
to help thein or solve｀problじm宙thout宙olating coach‐pl yer t型飩."The ttad coach's
_intentions when performng this behaⅥor was to help the indi宙dual playett whiCh WOuld
ultimately help the tealn.HOwever,as,pO■d i  the Lt ature,a coach's leadership
beha宙oralintentiOns Onen do not correspond Ⅵnth his or h r athletes'perceptions ofthose
sarne leadership behaviors(Salminen et al.,1992;Smith et al.,1978).
Interettin31y,the sallne behaⅥ or of“tJks hind Players'backs"wasus0 0n the
pilot study coach's negative matter liSt.This coach also agreed宙th engaging in that
beha宙or,but inade it clear to the researcher that,although that phrase had a negative
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connotatiorq he did not perceive it as a negative behavior and his intent when engaging in
that behavior was to help,'or benefit, the players on the team.
The rezults from the pilot study also supported the contention that beheYiors on
the coach's negative master list may have been perceived as benefiiial to the, tetrm from
the coabh's perspectivd. The coach in the pilot study was presented a negative master list
of five behaviors. This coach disagreed with three of the behaviors (i-e.,60Yi
disagreement) and agreedwith nvo (i.e.,4OYo agr.ee.ment), Specr{call.y, the negative
behaviors the coach disagreed with were: *, - i't ;' L{→ F:F κ???
，
1. Has favoriteS and ldist favoriie■
2.    Takes sarcasl■100 far
3. Istoo rough wlth pl～erS.
The negative behaviors the coach agreed with were:
l. Talks behind PlaYers' backs
2. Corrects players' basic techniques.
The'three negative behaviors the coach disagreed with all likely have negative
connotations that have the potential to harm the'team. However, the fwo negative
behaviors the coach agreed with could-be perceived as beneficial to the team.. [n fact,
a
comments made by the pilot study coach during his interview included:
(In response to "talking behind players' backs")
I don't, this is not the way I would phrase it but as coaches we would talk
about players. So, I would say I exhibited that behavior, but not in the
negative sense.
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(In reSponse to``correctёd players'basic teclmiqueゞ')
YeaL I beheve lt五ed to do that as much as possible.On a very high levd
a lot ofathletes had bad techniques that l saw that,ad tO be corected.
Therefore,in the pilot study,it becomes clear thatythis Coach's intentions for
exhibitihg these negative behaⅥors was to beneft the team. 1■owever,it is apparent・that
athletes did not have this sarne percepticin regarding these behaⅥors,see g thern as
negative,or undesirable.
Some explanations fbr the discrepancies between athletes'and coaches'
'perceptions ofnegative behavlors have been pro宙ded by pre宙ous investigat rs. Jones
and Nisbett(1972)desc五bed the direring perceptions ofthe person who is co―tting the
aCt(e.gっcoachp and those who・are Ⅵtnesdng the act(e.gっ試Ыde⇒.When the actis
generally undesirable,or negal市Q there tend to be perceptual discrepancies.Sahninen et
d.(1992)and Sahinen and Liukkonぬ(1996)demed this phenottenon in more det盛1,
stating that people generally tend to underestimatetheir OWn sOcially undesirable
characterittics.As in the present study,when presented宙th a L鈍Ofnegat市e be aviors,
I Wodd be soddly llnacceptaЫe to admitto exhiЫing many,ifany,ofthtte behQ宙Ors.
Due to the large number ofnegat市e behaⅥo s that Were percdved by the athletes
宙th whch the coaches dsagreed,■appears th江品誠Ыdeぎ宙e軌むhe∴農hes ttore
negativelythanthecoachesvlewedthemselvesilrhξ8。n lusicil・issillililtざthaifoundby
_        ‐・   =^1   ' 1'      I
Salminen and Liukkonen(1996)and Percival(1971).
Researchers have found that athletes with lower state Self‐con6dence perceive and
evduate thdr、coaches'behaviorsにenOw&WilLalns,1992),tearmttes,and spo威
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(Smith et al.,1978)more negatively than those athletes mth a high ttate seFcoddence.
■may be that the athletes in this study generally had a low ttate self‐coddence tthe
dme oftheir mterviews.The post‐s a on mtemews took place Ⅵthin three weeks
following the completion ofthe∞mpetit市e ttason.The last galne ofthe seasbゴwas a
devasttting loss t9 the team's bittett rin/al.Dlring their individud interviews,many
江Ыdes expressed regret and feelings ofinadequacy regarding their level ofplay during
that latt gallne and dedred a seco"chance at、playコB the last galne.Therefore,theL飩ate
sdicoddence may have been lowerpthusleading tim to evalu誠9 eir∞aches more
neg江市eけ.ThiS negttivity may have been target“mOre tbwをd theiheadittachbecause.
品 wtt th One ttho primarily lnade the d議ま6鮨逃巌|■h品asぅ1り嘔 銚裏plりs
Ⅳe dso Ld some触品eloJ語8伍ど1亀d∞"hぉr that、were camed,etc. Thi  inay h〔
loss, which would have led thern to feel more negatively toward her. This may partially
explain why the head coach's master lists contained more ne$ative behaviors than positive
behaviors.
Silminen and Liukkonen (1996) comparbd coaches' and athletes' rbsponses -
(i.e., regarding coaches' leadership) using the LSS. As a whble, coaches tended to
evaluatd themselves more positively than did their athletes. Percival (1971) found that
72Yo of coaches interviewed believed they had a positive coaching style where as orly 32Yo
of their athletes believed'they were positive. Also, on a lO-point rating scale, will l0
being the most positive, these same coaches rated themselves a 7 while their athletes rated
therh a 4.
Furthermore, Percival (1971) stated that, regardlesS of the coach's intentions, his
J■` う` I t‐
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,or her behaviors could be perceived entirely different by his or her athletes. As in the
present study, the coaches often did not recognize that many of their behaviors were
perceiv6d as negative by their athletes, regardless of their intentions. When reading the list
of negative behaviors, a coach may have perceived specific behaviors to be helpful to the
teanq not reirliziitg that her aihletes had listed them as negative behaviors. Coaches i
frequently have a misperception of reality concerning what they actually contribute to the
team (Fisher et al., 1982; Wandzilak et al-, 1988)'
Anshel and Straub (1991) stated the importance of coaches and athletes to be
aware of each bthers' perceptions. Without this awareness, effectiveness in building
competent coach-athlete relationships will be, at best, difficult to attain' Kenow and
Williams (1999) stated'that coaches should make a conscious effort to improve their
individual relationships with each oftheir athletes. These researchers found that coach-
atllete compatibility is one of the best predictors of how athletes will perceive their
coaches' behavior. From these two studies (Anshel & Straub, 1991; Kenow & Willihms,
lggg) it appears that perceptions of coaching behaviors and coach-athlete compatibility
form b cyclic relationship. The better the relationship bet*een the coach and the athlete;
the more favorable that athlete will view his or her coach, which will in turn enhance the
coach-athlete relationshiP, and so on.
AtHetesidentned 7 ided∞aching behavlors that th"would desire in d coach.
The head coach identiied 8 ided∞ach ng behaviors and 5 behaviors that she believed her
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athletes would desire.¶he ass stttt coach identiied 9 ideal∞aching behaviors and 10
beihaviOrs shebelieved her atЫ∝es would desire.Ofthese 39 behaviors,only 4 we艶
identiied as ideal coaching behaviors by both the ttmetes and t詭∞aches.The 4 id甲
coaching behaⅥors were:
1.     Mutual respect
2.  Demands hard work
3.  Mot市ational
4.    Knowledge.
TlLse behavlors are similar to the leader characteHstics ident面ed by Anshd(1997)
who stated haⅥng nlutual respect■■th players,being able tO motivate players,and
possessing a working knowledge ofthe garne to be crucial componihts for erect市e
leadership.Athletes and coaches in the present study also identied“dernands hard work"
as an ideal coaching behaⅥor.ThiS too is supported by Anshel's(1997)description of
ettctlve coaching behaⅥors.SpeciEcaly,iard wOrk ean bel宙ewed asごoiecurstt as
wen as a stable component,oflong tenn co―tment and a desire t  reach goals.
Therefore,Jl four ideal℃oachng bぬaviors lenttted h tlitぎstild t bybOth t詭試Ыdes
がpO■ぬO面■ごie品
“
ふhe品ピё曲 乱塩d通酬and the coaches,relaect and sl
coaching behaⅥors.                                '  `~  
 ｀   ′・・
Other ideitned ideal coaching behaⅥors were based on indivldual preferences and
did not reflect the vashes ofthe grOup as a whole. Because coaches were not glven the'
opportunity to remte ideal coaching behaⅥors identi■ed by the aithletes,only compansons
ofagreement(and nOt disagreement)on ided COaching behaviors were made between the
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athletes and coaches.
Conclusion
The rezults of this study indicate that coaches' and athletes' perceptions of
coaching behaviors are strikingly similar regarding positive coaching behaviors. However,
there exists many differences regarding coaches' and athletes' perceptions of negative
coaching behaviors. Coaches teniJed to evahiate themselves more positively than did their
athletes. Also, coaches may think they are angaging in a behavior that will benefit the
team while athletes perceive the coaches' behavior as negative, which could$ofentially be
darimentd to tearrl perfommce.utim江Jし,■■the凛日des'宙ew,・or pき綺」軋ofthe
coaches' behavior that will determine the effect arialereitiveness of ttb coaihes' behavior
(Shaver, 1975; Smoll & Smith, 1989).
This investigation revealed that coaches and athletes tend to agree with those
behaviors that are perceived as positive by both the coach and the ithletes. Also, coachds
and athletes appear to'agree with those behaviors perceived as negative tb the athlete, but
positive to the coach. On the other hand, both coaches and attrletes tend to disagree with
those behaviors that are perceived as negative.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to'conceptualize the similarities and differences
II
between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors in regard to three
behavioral dimensions: (a) desirable coaching behaviors, (b) undesirable coaching
behaviors, and (c) ideal cbaching behavi6rs. Specifically, the research question to be
answered through this investigation was, "What are the similariiies and differences
between coaches' and athletes' perceptions of coaching behaviors?"
…
The resu■s ofthis■udy were deHved ttom interviews with athletes色=12)叩d
coaches色=2)士om aNo■hwettett n宙sion Ⅲ women's voueyban te厠しresearcher
壼dd observation notes,and partidpants'(i.e.,athletes and coache⇒jOumals.Interviews
unth the athletes and coaches served as the prlmary data source. In orderto acllieve
triangulatio■data obtained量om the participants'intemews,researcher fleld observation
notes,and participants'jollmas were∞mpared.
The poSitive master list ofthe head co漱〕h consisted ofIIme behaⅥors・while the
positive master Lst ofthe assistant coach condsted ofeight beha宙ors.Ofthe 17 ideilt面ed
positive behaviors,the coaches agreed宙th having engaged in、lp,or 94%(t“s,
dsattdtt with 1 0f17 bぬaviors,or 6%)Thsind94eゞa gh le「e Ofa慶争em
between the coaches'and atttetes'perceptions ofthe pbsilve¨ach廷`beha宙。rs that
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were exhibited by the coaches'throughout the competitive season.
The negative master list ofthe head coach consisted of tZ beharriors while the
negative master list of the assistant coach consisted of 3 behaviors. Of the 15 identified
- negative behaviors, the coaches agreed with having engaged in 5, or 33% (thus,
disagreeing with l0 of 15 behaviors, or 67%). This indicates a high degree of
disagreenient between the coaches' and athletes' perceptions of the negative coaching
behaviors that were exhibited by the coaches throughout the competitive season.
In t'egard to idedl coaching behaviors, the coaches andathletes in the present
investigation agreed on four ideal coaching behaviors. Specifically, a coach should:
(a) develop mutual respect with his or her athletes, (b) demand hard worlg (c) be
motivational, and (d) have knowledge of the g"ir.i ! ' "t'
!'i ' t ' '
. 
Conclusions i
ffis investigation revealed that coaches and athletes tend to agree with those
coaching behaviors that are perceived as positive by both the cgach and the atiletei. Alsd,
coaches and athletes appear to agree with those behhviors perceived as negative to the
athlete, but nosrtivg to the coach. On the other hand, bbth coaches and athletes tend to
disagree with those coaching behaviors that are perceived as negative.
The athletes in this investigation viewed the coaches more negatively than the
coaches viewed themselves. This conclusion is'similar to that found by Salminen and
Liukkonen (1996) and Percival (1971). This may be explained in that people (in this case,
the coaches) generally tend to underestimate their own socially undesirable characteristics
イ`:
楓 F
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(Salminen et al., 1992; Salminen & Liut&onea 1996). Therefore, the coaches may have
underestimated their own negative behaviors.
Tlie fact that the athletes viewed the coaches mord negatively may also be
explained in that athletes with lower state self-confidence often perceive and evaluate their
coaches behaviors more negdtively (Kenow & Williams,1992). The athletes in this study
were interviewed after a devastating season-ending losS, which may have adversely 
-
afhcted their state self-confidence. As a result, the athletes' perceptions and evaluations
of their codches may have been morehegative than if they were interviewed followifrg a
season-ending win.
The four ideal coaching behhviors identified by athletes and coaches were:
(a) mutual respect, (b) demands hard worh (c) motivational, and (d) knowledge. These
behaviors are similario the leader characteristics identified by Anshel (1997) who stated
having mutual respect with players, being able to motivate players, and possessing a
working knowledge of the game to be crucial components for effective leadership.
Athletes and coaches in the present study also identffied "demands hard work" as an ideal
coaching behavior. This too is zuppoited by Anshel's (1997) description of effective
coaching behaviors. Specifically, hard work can be viewed as a precurser, as well as a
stable component, of long term commitment and a desire to reach goals. Therefore, all
four ideal coaching b'ehaviors identified in this study, by both the athletes and the coaches,
reflect and support the existing literature in the area of effective and ideal coaching
behaviors..
,'i‐r  '●
`
'・  4   “
‐
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Recommendations for Fufu re Research
An interesting follow-up to this investigation would be to take the undesirable-
(i.e., negative) master coaching lists generated in the present study and survey a number of
coaches across all levels of sport as to whether or not each behavior on the list is
perceived as a positive or a negative behavior. This could either provide strength for or
refute the results found in the present study. If future studies found coaching behaviors
perceived by athlet'ei as negative and coaches as positive, to be generally viewed by
coaches as positive, or helpful to team success (as was perceived by the coaches in this
study), then the rezults of the current study would be zupported. However, if those same
behaviors were found to be perceived by coaches as negative, or hindering team success
(as was perceived by the athletes in this study), then the rezults ofthe culrerit study would
be refuted.
. Salminen and'Liukkonen (1996) concluddd that female coaches tended to have a
more realistic self perception and, thus, may be bettei abie to communicate with their-
athletes. However, the present study only invesfigated female athletes and female
coaches. As a result, across gender comparisons were not exaririned. Therefore, it is
recommended that this investigation be replicated urith more collegiatb spoit teams and
across genders (i.e., male coaches with male athlgt'es, {emale cdaches viith--ftrhale athletbs,
female codches with male athletes, and male coaches wittr feiral6 athletes).rrReplication
would provide a greater understanding of the influence of gender (i.e., both coaches and
athletes) on perceptions of coaching behaviors as discussed by Salminen and Liukkonen
(lee6).
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1t would also be ofinterest to assess perceptual simild五ties and dir rences of
cOaching behaviors across levds ofspo■(e.gっyoutL highヽcho l,c neglate,elito and
specinc sports(i.e.,both indi宙dual and team sports).PreViOus studies have shown that
perceptud direrences exi■hm youth spo■(Smith et J.,1978)to the elite spo■levels
eercival,1971).HoWever,these studies have yieldёd dichotOmOus oes or nO)anSWers.
A conceptualization ofthese direrences is warranted to mrther understand the ulllque
coach―athlete relatibnship…
According to Laurin and L加よ rそ1994)す訛i血蒻 品 派 )“sati面ed宙th theL
,
spo■experience and consider theL coachよI｀O be mOtt enLtivl irth前∞aches are
willing to moditt thett coaching meth6(お10gles based on the"rceptiOns,preferences,and
needs ofthe athletes.Future mvestigations targeting athletes'perceptions,preferences,
and needs could pro宙de∞aches with valuable infomation.Futurerresearch in this area
may inelude repuCation ofthe present study,focllsmg on deming the speciic perceptions
of前日etes and coaches.AIso,ths study couldbe reprCated fodusingon athlae
preferences or needs.Mott athletes are unwilling to have a true heart―to―heart talk宙h
ther coach about ther particular preferttc,s or needs for fear oflosng1lavg time.
HoweveL when glven tte oppOmmty tO discuss such preferences and remain an6nwous,_
athletes are likely to pro宙d  such infoュニュニ壺i ni A starting pOint would be to administer
que飩lom江
“
s to tearns asking for coaching behavior pretrences in particular coaching
situations. rrhёe p eferences could then become a foundation for mture research in this
area.
The more research conducted in thb area ofcoach‐athle e pe ceptions and
' t29
preferences of coaching behaviors, the more coaches and sport psychology.consultants
will understand athletes' perceptions, preferences, and needs. The end result may be
enhanced athlete satisfaction with sport. With enhanced sport satisfaction may come
enhaficed sport pgrfoflnance. The more that is learned from athletes, the better coaches
and cbnsultants can facilitate consistent peak performanoes.
::、
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Append破A
RECRW… W STA‐駆 M( ttTES)
The purpose ofthis study is to∞mpare∞aches'and athetes'perceptions
regarding coaching behaⅥors.I will eonduct an interⅥew co s s ing ofquestions
regarding yollr,perceptions ofyour∞a hes'beha宙or,The interview wil∞ndst of
opene¨nded questions and will・take between 20-30 minutes to complete. 】Responses win
be tape recorded.The researcher and Dr.Greg A.Sheley win be the only pёson,to mve
access to these tapes.Au tapes宙Ⅱ b  kept underlock and key and wiⅡbe dettroyed.誠
the end ofthe study. Your participatlon will be kept conidential and your nanles v西1l not
be used at any time throughout the study.Your∞aches win also be interviぃた
concermng their perceptions oftheir owIEI COaChing beha宙ors.By agFeeing tQpartiCipate,
you acknowlette that you are 18 years″電 ,.9f°
H∝
1 lh"鳴響
qヽue手9T,メ由 e
i
feel he to contad Nicde J.Ddling江(607)274-17T,(607)277109qO(0田CeS),
(607)256-8012(h前lo,Or ndalinl(メ03.ithaca.edu.You hりkeep tis sheet foryour
Om persOnalrecords.
??
Appendix B
RECRUTIMET.TT brers}!{Eur (coACHEs)
The purpose of this study is to boinpare coaches' and athletes' perceptions
regarding coaching behaviors. I will conduct an interview consilting of queStions
regarding your perceptions of your own coaching behaviors. The interview will consist of
open-ended questions and will take betWeen 20-lO minutes to complete. Responses will
be tape recorded. The researcher and Dr. Greg A. Shelley will be the only persons to have
access to these tapes. All tapes will be kept under lock and key and will be drlstroyed at
the end of the study. Your participation will be kept confidential and your name will not
be used at any time throughout the study.' Your athletes viiU dso be interviewed
cbncerning their perceptions ofyour coaching behaviors. Ifthere are any questions,
please feel free to contact Nicole J. Detling at (607)274-1275, (607)272-0900 (offices),
(607)256-5012 (home), or ndetlinl@ic3.ithaca.edu. You may keep this'sheet for your
own personal records.
4r   .  1  ガ  ト、■ ^
2.
4.
5.
3.
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Appendix C
INFORMED CONSENT FORM. ATHLETES
Coach'es' and Athletes' Perce,ptions of Coaching Behaviors
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this investigation is to compare coaches' and athletes' perceptions
of coaching behaviors exhibited throughout the competitive season. This study
will be conducti:d with the (school name) women's volleyball team.
Benefits of the Study
The coaches and athletes involved in this study will benefit by the knowledge
gained about the similarities and differences between coaches' and athletes'
perceptionS of coaches' behaviors. The coaches will be able to gain an awareness'
of how their particular coaching style is perceived by their athletes. Information-
gained from this study may also be used by the coaches to enhance coaching
effectiveness. Athletes will benefit by the coaches using the information obtained
to be more sensitive to the athletes' perceptions of the coaches' behaviors. This
may ultimately enhance the coach-athlete communication and relationship. This
stuldy will also benefit researchers in the field of sport psychology by fulfilling the
need for more qualitative studies examining the relationship betwedn coaches' and
athletes' perceptions.
What You Will Be Asked To Do
You will be asked to participate in one interview with the researcher at the end of
the season. The interview will consist of open-ended qirestions and will take 20-30
minutes to complete. The interview wi{ be tape recorded.and transcribed
following the interview. All thpes will6e kbpt under lock and key and destfoyed at
the completion ofthe study..
What You Can Expect to Happen as a'Resuli of Ybur darticipation in This Study
You may gain a better understanding of your coaches and your relationship'with
them. There are no foreseeable risks of discomforts to you as a participant. This
' study does not present any physical or psychological risks to you, your te'ammatOs,
or your coaches.
If Ybu Would Like More Information About the Study
If you have any questions before, during, or after the study, you can contact Nicole
J. Detling at (607)274-1275, (607)272-0900 (offices), (607)256-8012 (home), or
ndetlin I @ic3 . ithaca. edu.
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6:   Withdrawalttbm the Studv
Partidptts OfthS study are tee,宙thdraw consent and to discontinue
partidp江loゴin tЫs study tt any time.This includよ
‐
the五まt't。長島se tt answer
tё any question that makes you Feel uncottfbrtable. Particlpation is voluntary.r・
yoりdttire t6 withdraw飲)m"e Study at anytim%you should noti″the re earcher
i―ediately・                  ‐
7.  HoW the Data W」l Be M intained in Col五dence
htoMew responses wiu be kept Cor面dential.Pseudo,yms will be used in place'of
yollr red pame.The interviews nriⅡbe t“e recOrded and transcribed without the
uSe ofnames.The reSearcher and・Dr.G eg A.Sheney宙■be th  only pers9,S tO
have access to these tapes.The tapeゞwill be k p  under bck and key and wil be
.  dettroyed at the end ofthe study.
I hat red the above and l mderttand itS c6ntents.I agree tO,artiCipate in the study.I
attКttledLe that l aln 18 years ofagc or oller.
Print or Type Name
Signattrre Date
I uddefstand and'consent to my interview being taile.fecorded.
-*Prini or Type Name
Date      嘔
|,    “
           が  ,          ,
??
?
??
?
?
?
???
1.
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Append破D
INFORMED CONSENT FORM‐COACHES
The purpose ofthiS investigation is to℃ompare∞aches'and.athlelies'つerceptions
ofcoaching behaⅥors xhib■ed lhroughout the∞mpeitive season.This study
宙1l be condu∝ed宙th the tth∞こmりwOmen'S V01leガ』 team.
The coaches and ttHetes mvolved h ths study will benei by the knOwledge
gained about the similanties and direrences between coaches'and ametes'
perceptions ofcoaches'beha宙ors. The coaches wim be able to gain an aware■ess
ofhow their particular cOaching並コe iS perceived by their athletOs.mll.latioi
gamed hm thsstudy may dso be used by the∞aches to enhance coaching
erect市eness.AtШ∝es will benei by the coaches using the information obtdned
tO be FnOre Sensitive to the athletes'perceptioT ofthe,  aches'beha宙 ors. This
器」棚盤潔乳蹴鮮蓄麗l:剛器闘謡都;聰
朧 朧 詳留 “
血dT響鴫P?面°“hR申響 ∞aChet td
What You Wdl Be Asked To Db
You will bσasked to participate in one interview with the researcher at nie end of
the season. The intemew wil consist ofopen― ended questions andヽHn take 20‐30
-utes to complete. lrhe intemew will be tape recorded and｀transcn ed
fouowing the interview.An tapes will be kept llnderlock and key and dettrOyed江
the Completlon ofthe study.
You may galn a better understandhg ofyour athletes and yαtt relationship with
them. There are nd fbresecable Hsks or discomforts to you as a participant.This
study does not present any physical or psych01ogical五sks tO you10r our athletes.
Ifyou have any questions before,during,or aner the study,you'can contact Nicole
J.Detling at(607)274-1275,(607)272‐0900(0伍ceO,(607)25618012(home),′Or
ndetlinl@iC3.lhaca.edu.
2.'
3.
4.
5.
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6. Withdrawal from the Study
Participants of this study are free to withdraw consent and to discontinue
participation in this study at any time. This includes the right to refude an answer
to any question that makes you feel uncomfortable. Participation is voluntary. If
you desire to withdraw from the study at anytime, you should notify the researcher
immediately.
7. How the Data will be Maintained in Confidence
Interview responses will be kept confidential. Pseudonyms will be uSed in place of
your real name. The interviews will be tape recorded and transcribed without the 
'
use of names. The researcher and Dr. Greg A Shelley will be the only persons to
have access to these tapes. The tapes will be kept under lock and key and will be
destroyed at the end ofthe studY.
I have re6d the above and I understand its contents. I agree to participate in the study.
!:
Pririt or Type Name :い
´｀
ギ ~´
111  .       r   )  ヽ
Signature Date
I"understand and consent to my interview being tape recorded.
Print or Typ'e Name
Signature Date
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Appendix E
ATI{LETE JOURNAL
Date         ID#
l. List (the head coachS/ behaviors this past week that you thought were positive.
Give examples.
2. List (the hedil cmchSl behaviors this past week that you thought were negative.
Give examples.
I
IJ1
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3. List (the assistant cmch's/ behaviors this past week that you thought werepositive.
Give dxamples.
4. List (the assistant coach s,) behaviors this past week that you thought were negative..-
Give examples. !
t,
`1‐r
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「             Append破F
COACH JOIIRNAL
Date        Coach J             ヽ '
i´
1.List your own coaching behaviors this past week that,yもu thought were posit市e.
Give examples.
2.Litt yourbm∞aching ttha宙ors this patt week that youlhOuttt Were negttive.
Give examples.
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Appendix G
INTERVIEW GUIDE . ATTILETES
l. Identify specific behaviors of(the head coach) that you found unpleasant.
undesirable, or ineffective. ------'
2. Provide an example of each of these behaviors.
3. Piease rank-order these behaviors beginning with the most undesirable.
4. Identify specific behaviors of (the hedd coach) that you found pleasant, desirable,
or effective.
5,    Pro宙de an example ofeach ofthese behaviors.
6. Please rank¨Order these behaviors begiming宙th the most desirable.
QuettiOns l-6 repeated regarding the assittant∞ach.
7. Ident彎中 ecnC COaching characterittics that your“ided cOacF would possess.
8. Pl“se rank‐orderthese ided c臓額erilicsbεtthngttththellllo■l sirable.
、こil i`  .｀ホ L ■｀ 11
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Append破H
即 RVIEW GIIIDE―COACHES
l. Identitt Spec五c coachng cl肛acteristics that you feel an“ided∞acr'would
possess.
2.  Rank‐order that Lst begl―g with the mOst desirable characterisic.        .
3.  Identitt speci■c coachingcharacteristics that you feel your athletes would desire in  ′
i an“ided coacr'.
4. Rank‐order that htt begiming宙h u血yollthink is the mott dedrabゃ、
characteristic for your atmetes.
(The f0110Wing questions pertain to the masterlists denved fbm atmetes).
5. Did you exhiЫt any ofthese behaviors dI甲嘔thiS pa丼,easOn?
6. Give me w∝面c exampleS ofthфe behaviOrs thごyou:dentilE"as dSメaying thS
past season.
7.  Rank‐order the identi■ed beha宙ors beg―g with the rllott undesirable.
QuettiOllS 5‐7 repeated pertttning to the∞achpヽosi ive master h鈍.
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